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SUMMARY 

The crowngear transmission is a gear transmission tor high mechanica! power 
transfer between non-parallel rotating axes. The basic transmission consists of two 
mating, but differently shaped gears. One of the gears, called the 'pinion', is a 
standardised cylindrical gear. The geometry of the other gear, called the 
'crowngear', is determined by the shape of the pinion and the relative positions of 
the axes of rotation. The transmission ratios that can be achieved with this kind of 
transmission vary trom one to infinity. 
In previous research, the analytica! formulation of the mathematically perfect 
crowngear was derived. After that, research was done resulting in the ability to 
manufacture the crowngear tor crossing axes in a commercially acceptable way, 
using sophisticated milling techniques. 
In order to make the crowngear transmission a commercially available product, fail
ure analysis has to be developed to allow manufacturers to incorporate the trans
mission in !heir designs. The stresses in the gears are a dominant factor in this fail
ure analysis. When these stresses are known, a standard calculation method can 
be developed tor use in design processes in industry. 

In this thesis the stresses in the rotating crowngear transmission are analysed. 
Using the boundary elements method, structural analysis is performed on the 
crowngear and pinion during !heir meshing period. These numerical calculations 
result in the 'global' stress distribution in both gears. In the contact zone, however, 
an analytica! tormulation is used to analyse the 'local' stresses, occurring in the 
contact. Both methods interact with each other by the contact pressure distribution 
which transfers the applied power between the gears. The results of the numerical 
techniques and the analytica! tormulation are combined, giving the total stress dis
tribution in the gears. 

As a result of this research, we can determine the locations in the crowngear trans
mission where the stresses are maximal and where the stress differences in a 
meshing period are maximal, i.e. the locations where the transmission is most likely 
to fail. Furthermore, the contact pressure distribution derived using the boundary 
elements method provides a basfs for shape optimisations of the gears. in addition 
we can conclude that the method presented in this thesis is not only applicable to 
the crowngear transmission, bul can furthermore be widely applied to various kinds 
of gear transmissions and many classes of contact problems. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Conventions 

a scalar, vector, tensor (context dependent) 

ä vector 

a column of scalars 

A tensor 

Ac conjugale of A 

Ar transposed of A 

A-1 inverse of A 

Symbols 

A surface area 

b volume force per unit volume, tooth width 

c concentrated point laad, distance crowngear axis to pinion 

D domain 

E modulus of elasticity 

f force 

h. addendum 

inv(x) invariant of x :=tan(x)-x 

m module 

n normal vector 

p point coordinate vector 

q point coordinate vector 

r pitch radius 

'• tip radius 

rb base radius 

S body surface 

traction force per unit area, fundamental solution traction tensor 

u displacement vector, fundamental solution displacement tensor 

u elastic energy per unit volume 

U total elastic energy, transmission ratio · 

V body region 

x point coordinate vector, addendum modification coefficient 

z number of teeth 

a nomina! pressure angle 

a, a.1 pressure angles, surface coordinates 

ó.P Dirac function on space centred at point p 

8u Kronecker delta 
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e strain tensor, radius 

<t> pinion rotation 

µ shear modulus 

v Poisson's ratio 

1; homogeneous coordinate 

cr stress tensor, angle 

m angular velocity 

Units 

Units are all SI, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise 

Summation conventions 

Throughout this thesis, upper and lower indices are used. The upper indices are used to 

label a variabel, the lower indices are used to identify the components of vectors and ten

sors relative to a system of coordinates. When this system is not explicitly mentioned, a 

fixed global Cartesian system of coordinates is assumed. When a coordinate system is 

explicitly referred to, the components are expressed in this explicitly mentioned system. 

The Einstein summation convention, i.e. 

dim(b) 

a,b1:= :Laif ni 
j=I 

has to be applied implicitly by repeated indices to the /ower indices of variabels only. 

When this is applied to the upper indices il will be mentioned explicitly. 
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CHAPTER 1 

lntroduction 

1. 1 Energy, power and load 

Du ring the course of history, the demand for energy has been ever-increasing . The 
present energy consumption per human being has grown more than a factor hun
dred relative to the energy consumption of man in the stone ages. Since the human 
body alone is not capable of delivering the power necessary, power sources or de
vices have to be used to satisfy th is need. 
Many power sources or devices have been discovered or developed in the past 
(see figure 1.1 ). The capacity of these sources has followed the trend of the energy 
demand. 

Maximum output of power devices (kilowatts) 

10• 

10' 

104 ~~~~~~--'-~~---~~~..___0x~__.~M_an~_.___. 
1700 1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000 

time (year) 

Figure 1.1: Development of power devices over history (source: Lecture notes Eindhoven University 
of Techology, 4.517.1) 

Typically, the energy delivered by power sources in most cases is of a mechanica!, 
thermal or electrical kind. With this energy, a load can be driven to perform work 
that is also of a mechanica!, thermal or electrical kind. The power delivered by the 
source is equal to the power required for the work. 

Mechanica! power is defined as the mathematica! product of force times velocity or 
torque (moment) times angular velocity. To use a power source to drive a load, the 
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mechanica! power delivered by the source should be equal to the mechanica! 
power required to drive the lead. The torque and angular velocity delivered by the 
power source, however, often do not match the torque and angular velocity re
quired for the load. In most cases, the power delivered has to be modified in such a 
way that compatibility with the lead is obtained. 
This incompatibility between the power source and the load has led to the devel
opment of numerous energy interfaces. With these interfaces, the power delivered 
by the source can be transformed in such a way that il can be applied directly to 
drive the lead. 

The category of interfaces which transform energy trom mechanica! energy with 
certain properties to mechanica! energy with ether properties is called the category 
of transmissions. Since power is given by force times velocity or by torque times 
angular velocity, four types of transmissions can be distinguished if they are cate
gorised by their types of input and output: 

transmission input output 
type 1 force force 

velocit velocit 
type 2 force torque 

velocity an ular velocit 
type 3 torque force 

velocit 
type 4 torque 

an ular velocit 
Table 1.1: Mechanica! transmissions categorised by input 
and output 

Consider a transmission of type 4, i.e. a transmission which transforms power given 
by a certain moment (torque) M1 and angular velocity w1 to power given by another 
moment M2 and angular velocity w2, such that the power applied to the input is ap
proximately equal to the power appearing trom the output of the transmission. An 
important property of these kinds of transmissions is the transmission ratio U, 
which can be defined as: 

(1.1) 

This property describes the relation between the angular velocity applied to the in
going axis and the angular velocity appearing trom the outgoing axis of the trans
mission. The connection between the power source and the lead can then be 
achieved by using a transmission that has the proper transmission ratio, which 
converts the torque and angular velocity delivered by the power source to the ex
tend that they match the torque and angular velocity required to drive the lead. 
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1.2 The crowngear transmission 

In this thesis we will focus on the crowngear transmission (face gear transmis
sion). The crowngear transmission is a transmission tor mechanical power transfer 
between non-parallel, rotating axes. Transmission ratios that can be achieved with 
this kind of transmission vary trom about one to infinity. In figure 1.2 the basic 
structure of a typical crowngear transmission is depicted. 

pin ion crowngear 

! l 

Figure 1.2: The basic parts of the crowngear transmission. 

The characteristic parts of the transmission are two maling, bul differently shaped 
gears. One of the gears, called the pinion, is an industrially standardised cylindri
cal gear. The shape of the other gear, referred to as the crowngear, is determined 
by the shape of the pinion, so that during operation the transmission ratio has a 
value that is as close as possible to constant, i.e. an angular velocity applied to the 
ingoing axes of the transmission results as much as possible in a constant angular 
velocity trom the outgoing axis. 

Many attempts have been made in the past to achieve these properties lor the 
crowngear transmission. A breakthrough was the mathematical description of the 
crowngear geometry by Overdijk (11 ). This mathematical model describes the ge
ometry of the 'mathematically perfect' crowngear in terms of analytic surfaces as a 
function of the geometry of the pinion. In conjunction with the corresponding pinion, 
the mathematically perfect crowngear has an exactly constant transmission ratio. 
As a result of this mathematical model, additional research has led to the ability to 
manufacture the crowngear transmission lor high power transfer in a commercially 
acceptable way (Striezenou (17], Crowngear B.V.) using sophisticated milling 
techniques. 

The main alternatives to the crowngear transmission are the bevel gear transmis
sion and the hyploid gear transmission. These types of transmissions are used in 
many applications today. The crowngear transmission however, has several special 
properties as a result of the geometry of the gear and pinion: 
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• The pinion is a standardised cylindrical gear. These kinds of gears are produced 
in bulk and are cheap. The crowngear transmission has the property that in most 
cases the pinion will fail before the crowngear does. Maintenance is cheap. 

• The tolerance in the axial direction of the pinion is not very critica!; the pinion is 
able to move freely in the axial direction and there are no resultant forces in this 
direction. Adjusting the transmission is easy. 

• The transmission ratio can vary trom one to infinity, so a broad range of applica
tions can be covered with the crowngear transmission . 

• The transmission can be switched on and off during operation by moving the 
pinion in the axial direction and thus disabling the transmission. 

To make it possible for manufacturers to use the crowngear transmission in their 
designs and make it a commercially available product which rivals the established 
transmissions, additional research has to be done besides the aspects of geometry 
and manufacturing. The manufacturers base !heir decision to use the crowngear 
transmission on : 

• Manufacturers will only use the crowngear transmission if the required life cycle 
of the product can be guaranteed for !heir applications. 

• Manufacturers will only use the crowngear transmission if the required strength 
of the product can be guaranteed for their applications. 

• Manufacturers will only use the crowngear transmission if it is the best solution 
tor !heir applications. 

The first two arguments qualify the crowngear transmission as a workable solution, 
i.e. it is a valid alternative which complies to the design demands, the third argu
ment qualifies the transmission as a preferred solution . 
The motivation whether the transmission is the preferred solution or not can involve 
many aspects like compactness, weight, noise production , price, maintenance, reli
ability, robustness etc ... In some cases the crowngear transmission will be the only 
alternative. In the Jatter case the third argument no longer applies. 
The manufacturing and mathematica! technology alone is not enough to classify 
the crowngear transmission as workable and preferred. Additional technology has 
to be developed. This missing technology involves the behaviour of the transmis
sion during operation. From this behaviour several important aspects can be de
rived : 

• From the stresses in the transmission during operation : 
• Strength and life cycle calculations can be developed. 
• Optimisations of the geometry of the crowngear ans pinion can be done. 

• From the deformations of the transmission: 
• Noise production can be minimised. 
• shape optimisation can be performed to get a more constant transmission 

ratio. 
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In figure 1.3, the position of the crowngear transmission stress and deformation 
technology in the overall crowngear technology is depicted. This technology is nec
essary to make the transmission suitable tor real designs and production and gives 
an impulse to the dependent technology development, which still has to be im
proved a lot on numerous points. 

known 
technology 

-• 1 
Mathematica! 

Crowngear transmission 
description 

---------------~--------------------------~---------------------
0 . 

unknown D Crowngear transmission 
technology stress and deformation 

---------------~-----------~--------·::h~:~:--------~-------
empirica! 

technology 

El 
[] 

1 
customer 

preferred options 
life cycle ca lculation 

and optimisation 
strength calculation 

and optimisation 

---------------~---------~------------~-----------~-----
usable 

technology ! manufacturing 1 

Figure 1.3: Technology development tor the crowngear transmission 

1.3 Stress and deformation analysis of the crowngear transmission 

In this thesis , the stresses and deformations in the rotating crowngear and pinion 
will be analysed. These stresses and deformations are an important base tor the 
strength , life cycle and shape optimisation analyses. They are the main part in the 
technology of the crowngear under operating conditions (see figure 1.3). With these 
stresses and deformations il is possible to derive whether the transmission will fail 
under certain circumstances, or will function. The information can also be used to 
calculate shape corrections and thus optimise the crowngear in the design. A 
method is presented in this thesis to perform stress and deformation analysis. 
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1.4 lntroduction to the analysis method 

In this thesis, the case will be considered in which failure of the crowngear trans
mission is a direct result of excessive stresses in the crowngear and pinion during 
their meshing period. This is a commonly accepted failure criterion in gearing tech
nology tor gear transmissions tor high mechanica! power transfer and a relatively 
low rotational speeds (Heesewijk [4]), i.e. the functionality tor which the crowngear 
transmission is currently developed and applicable to. 

In chapter 7 of this thesis, two major failure causes will be identified as a result of 
these stresses. First, in the contact zone between the crowngear and the pinion , 
pitting can occur, caused by excessive stresses just below the surfaces of the gear 
tooth flanks. The stresses which cause this kind of failure are referred to as the 
'contact stresses' or 'local stresses'. Second, in the gear teeth cracks can develop, 
starting at the gear flank- or toot surfaces, causing breaking of the entire tooth trom 
its base. The stresses causing this kind of damage are referred to as the 'global 
stresses'. The latter are in gear technology otten named 'toot stresses' . 

In standard cylinder gear calculations, the procedure is to make this distinction 
between the local- and global stresses and to perform two calculation algorithms, 
resulting in the maximum local stresses and the maximum global stresses (see the 
norms DIN 3990, ISO/DIS 6336, NEN 5275). These stresses then are related to 
experimentally obtained criterionvalues and parameters to give the maximum num
ber of rotations tor which the transmission will function with a certain reliability. 
These standard calculation methods are developed thoroughly during the past 
century and have proven !heir accuracy in numerous tests and applications. In 
analogy to the above described methods, the distinction between the local- and 
global stresses will be made lor the crowngear transmission. 

global stress calculation 

For the calculation of the global stresses in the crowngear and pinion, the gears are 
assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic bodies, i.e. the elastostat
ics theory is applicable. Because of the complex, three-dimensional geometry and 
state of stress in these gears, analytica! derivation of the stresses is not possible, 
so a numerical approximation has to be made. 

The numerical method used is the 'boundary elements method' (Brebbia and 
Dominguez [3], Becker [2]) as described in chapter 3. In this technique, the surface 
of the geometry to analyse is discretised in surface elements and nodes (as will be 
defined and explained in chapter 3). Using the theory of elasticity, as shortly re
viewed in chapter 2, the state of stress in the body can be described. 
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To obtain the state of stress tor a typical loadcase, boundary conditions have to be 
applied. These boundary conditions model the conditions under which the object 
will operate, e.g. the applied moment on the pinion axis. In the boundary elements 
method, each node of the discretised geometry has six degrees of freedom : three 
kinematica! degrees of freedom, i.e. the components of the displacement vector in 
the node, and three dynamica! degrees of freedom, i.e. the components of the trac
tion vector in the node (the definitions of these properties will be given in chapter 
2) . In order to solve the problem for given loadcase, on each node three of these 
degrees of freedom have to be prescribed. 
In chapter 4 is described that lor the majority of nodes on the crowngear and pin ion 
surfaces, the application of these boundary conditions is rather straightforward. In 
the nodes of the contact between the crowngear and pinion however, neither the 
traction- or displacementcomponents are known. By introduction of extra relations 
between the nodes in contact, referred to as the 'compatibility relations ', it is possi
ble solve this problem, resulting in a boundary elements method formulation which 
incorporates the contact between the gear and pinion and gives the stresses in the 
gears, together with the transferred force over the contact curves between the 
crowngear and pinion. 

Because of the rather coarse discretisation of the contact zone between the gears, 
the calculated stresses in these zone are not very accurate. lt is possible to make a 
more densely discretisation of this region to get more accurate results . This will 
however result in huge costs of computing time and resources. A more efficient and 
accurate way is an analytica! formulation tor the calculation of the local stresses. 

Local stress calculation 

Chapter 6 of this thesis is concerned with the calculation of the local stresses in the 
contact zone between the crowngear and the pinion. These contact stresses can 
be calculated accurately using a standard theory, called the theory of Hertz (lor 
further reading see Johnson [5]) . This theory gives the stresses in the contact zone 
between two objects in contact under certain conditions as a function of the local 
curvatures in the contact points and the transferred force through these points. 

The local curvatures of the crowngear- and pinionflanks are known trom Overdijk 
[11, 12]. The transferred force between the contact points however, is not known in 
advance and has to be calculated. This transferred force over the contact curves, 
referred to as the contact force distribution, is directly related to the global geome
try of the gears. Hence the contact stresses can be calculated from local proper
ties, which are all known in advance, together with a global effect, the contact force 
distribution. As previously described in this paragraph, this unknown contact force 
distribution can be derived from the global stress analysis. 
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The input parameters of the method are the geometry of the crowngear and pinion 
and the operating conditions. In figure 1.4, a flow-chart of the method is depicted. A 
spin-off of the method is that il is nol restricted to the crowngear transmission, bul 
can be directly applied to many ether kinds of gear transmissions or even to large 
classes of general solid objects. 

Discretised 
geometry 

Discretised 
operating parameters 

boundary elements method 

Contact force 
distribution 

All deformations 
and stresses 

Figure 1.4: Analysis method lor the crowngear transmission 

~-
assumpt1ons 

~ 
assumptions 

The analysis of the crowngear transmission, as presented in this thesis, covers the 
following steps: 

1. First the geometry of the crowngear and pinion is discretised. This is done by 
covering the surfaces of the two bodies with surface elements. These surface 
elements are defined by discrete points on the surface of the geometry, referred 
to as nodal points or nodes. This discretised geometry is used for the analysis. 

2. Second, the operating parameters are discretised, i.e. the boundary conditions 
lor the problem (the moments and rotation angles) are transformed in such a 
way thal they can be applied to the discretised geometry. 

3. Third, using the boundary elements method, extended with a contact algo
rithm, the deformations and stresses in the discretised geometry are calculated, 
resulting in the global stresses and deformations. These stresses and defor
mations are accurate throughout the bodies, exept lor the contact zones where 
both bodies are touching. Besides the global deformations and stresses, a con
tact force distribution is calculated. This distribution gives the transfer of the 
forces along the contact curves between the two bodies. 
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4. In the fourth step, the contact stresses and deformations are ca lculated more 
accurately, using an analytica! formulation, based on the theory of Hertz. This 
formulation gives the local stresses in the contact area, i.e. in the contact 
zone of the two bodies touching . 

5. In the last step, the local and global calculated results are combined . This results 
in the total stresses of the crowngear and pinion . These stresses can be used 
in the strength , life cycle and optimisation technologies. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Elastostatics 

2.1 lntroduction 

In this chapter the basic equations governing linear elastostatics problems are re
viewed. Though these equations are well known and widely used in engineering 
practice nowadays (Timoshenko [18]), it is not commonly known that they also can 
be used tor the boundary elements method, a numerical structural analysis 
method, as will be described in chapter 3. To be able to use this theory, it will be 
presented in a way especially suitable tor application in the boundary elements 
method. The presentation used is called the 'direct approach' and tollows the nota
tions used by Brebbia and Dominguez [3] and Overdijk and Peerdeman [13]. 
In this chapter we will discuss the equilibrium equations of linear elastostatics in 
such a way that these equations describe the equilibrium in terms of traction forces 
and displacements on the boundary only, in the absence of volume torces. Then 
the boundary elements method can be applied by discretising the surface of the 
body in boundary elements and performing numerical calculations to derive all 
stresses and displacements and strains in the entire body. 
In what tollows we will restrict our discussions to linear elastostatics. Many solid 
engineering materials have some kind of of elastic behaviour, i.e. when forces are 
applied to a body, and the detormation due to the torces doesn't exceed a given 
limit, experience shows that the body will return to its original state alter removal of 
these forces. 
A second assumption made in the elastostatics theory is that the material of an 
elastic body is homogeneous and continuously distributed over its volume, so that 
the smallest element cut trom the body shows the same properties as the entire 
body. In reality the material consists of crystals of various kinds and orientations, 
but experience shows that tor many engineering materials and applications this as
sumption is valid. 
Furthermore, it will also be assumed that the material behaves isotropically, i.e. that 
the elastic properties are the same in all directions, that the changes in orientation 
of the body in detormed state are negliglibe related to its dimensions, and that no 
time dependence of any kind exists. 
These assumptions lead to the standard linear stress-strain relations of Hooke 
(Timoshenko [18]). They are commonly used in engineering practices dealing with 
stress and displacement sensitivity calculations, and experience shows that tor 
many engineering applications these assumptions can lead to very accurate results 
(Becker [2]). 
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In this chapter the concepts of stress and strain will be defined first. In solid me
chanics the entire elastic state of the body is uniquely described by two tensor 
fields : the stress and strain fields. These two tensor fields are interrelated by apply
ing material behaviour or constitutive relations. 
By using the principal of virtual work the equilibrium equations are derived. 
The fundamental solution or Kelvin solution is the solution of the equilibrium equa
tions corresponding to an infinite elastic domain, loaded with a point force. This 
solution is of great importance lor the boundary elements method. 

2.2 Stress and strain 

Consider a homogeneous isotropic elastic body. The initial configuration of this 
body is called the reference configuration . This is the undefarmed configuration 
befare application of farces. All stresses and displacements are zero and the body 
is in equilibrium. In the reference configuration his body occupies a bounded region 
Vin space. 
All coordinates of points and components of vectors and tensors are relative to a 
right-handed Cartesian coordinate system fixed in space. We use the referential or 
Lagrangian description of the material particles of the elastic solid body, i.e. all 
material particles of the body are labelled by their coordinates x = (x 1.x2,x3) in the 
reference configuration. 
Under the actions of applied farces the particles of the body will displace. This de
formed configuration of the body will be called the current configuration. The posi
tion vector of particle x in the current configuration is written as x + u, where u = 

(u 1,u2,u3) is the displacement vector of particle x in the current configuration. In 
elastostatics the displacement vector u is a function of x E V and not of time. 
Since the strain tensor is defined as the symmetrie part of the gradient of the dis
placement field (Mase [1 O]), the components Eu of the strain tensor E are defined 
as: 

(2.1) 

or in indicia! notation: 

(2.2) 

To formulate the state of stress of the solid body we have to consider the surface 
element ndS, centred at a point p in V. The area of this surface element is given by 
dS, and its direction is defined by its unit normal vector n (figure 2.1). 
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v 

Figure 2. 1: Definition of the surface element ndS 

The components df; of the traction force dj on the surface element ndS due to the 
action of the material in which the vector n points, can be written as: 

(2.3) 

where au are the components of the stress tensor cr. The state of stress at the point 
pis described by the stress tensor cr . In formula (2.3) the summation convention is 
used, i.e. 

3 

a ij n j: = l:a ijn j 
j ::. 1 

(2.4) 

The components of the stress tensor are not independent; they are related through 
the equilibrium equations. Il follows trom the moment equilibrium equations that the 
stress tensor is symmetrical (Timoshenko [18)). 

2.3 Constitutive relationships 

The state of stress and the state of strain in a solid body are related by the stress
strain relations or the constitutive relations of the material. These re lations are em
pirica! and depend on experimental evidence. For many structural materials within 
their useful working area these relations may be taken as linear (Timoshenko [18]). 
Here, we will only discuss the case in which the stress-strain relationship is linear, 
given by the constitutive relations of Hooke. 
Let u be a displacement vector field on region V of the elastic solid body. This 
means that when u is applied to all particles x of the body in the reference contigu-
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ration, the solid body deforms to the current configuration . The constitutive relations 
of Hooke then give the linear relationship between the components of strain tensor 
E and the components of the stress tensor o : 

1oH=2µ(1: .. +- v- e.ko) 
u u l-2v • u 

and the inverse relationship: 

with: 

E: Young' s modulus 

-{O when i *- j 
oij - . . 

1when1 = J 

v: Poisson' s ratio, 

E 
µ---

2(1 + v) 

(Kronecker delta), 

(Shear modulus) . 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

For two displacement fields u and u' with corresponding strain- and stress tensors 
(e,o) and (e',o') respectively, it follows trom the equations of Hooke that: 

(2.7) 

which we will reler to as the relation of Betti (Brebbia and Dominguez [3]) . The rela
tion of Betti is satisfied by the stress and strain tensors of two arbitrary displace
ment fields. 
The elastic energy u per unit volume of the elastic solid, for a given displacement 
field u, with corresponding strain and stress tensors (e,o), is given by: 

(2.8) 

2.4 Equilibrium equations 

The elastic body occupies the bounded region Vin the reference configuration. The 
boundary surface of V is denoted by S and n is the unit outer normal vector on S. 
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The elastic solid is loaded with external forces. We distinguish volume forces on the 
interior particles and surface traction forces on the particles on the boundary sur
face. The external volume force per unit volume in an interior point of Vis denoted 
with b. The extern al traction force per unit area in a point on S is written as f Sup
pose that the elastic solid body is in equilibrium. The solid is not rigid bul elastic, i.e. 
there will be a displacement vector field u on V describing the elastic deformation of 
the solid in statie equilibrium. The strain tensor and the stress tensor corresponding 
to u are denoted with E and cr respectively. We investigate the welt known equations 
of equilibrium relating the loading forces to the elastic deformation by application of 
the principal of virtual work. To do this, we write the total elastic energy U contained 
in the body using (2.8) : 

U= ~ Ja u e udV (2.9) 
v 

For a virtual change öu of the displacement field u, the corresponding stress tensor 
and strain tensor are given by cr + öcr and E + ÖE. Using (2.9), the elastic energy 
U+öU of the solid body corresponding to the displacement field u + öu can be 
written as: 

u +öU = tJ (crij +ooij )(Eij +ÖE;)dV (2.10) 
v 

The virtual change öU of the elastic energy of the solid body, using Betti's relation 
· (2.7), can be described by: 

öU = ~ J ( cr uÖEu + öcr ij Eij yJV = J cr uÖu;,1dV (2.11) 
v v 

in which the higher order terms OOt/>Eii are neglected. 

The virtual work öW, done by the external forces, can be written as: 

ow = J b;ou; dV + J f/m ; dS (2.12) 
v s 

Il follows from the principal of virtual work that the body is in equilibrium if and only 
if the virtual change of internal energy equals the virtual work done by the external 
loads for every virtual change öu of the equilibrium displacement field u: 

oU=oW (2.13) 

Substitution of (2.11) and (2.12) in (2.13) yields: 

J cr /m;.J dV = J b;OU; dV + J f;öu ; dS. (2.14) 
v v s 
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lntegration by parts for the left hand term of (2.14) gives: 

J cr /m ,,1dV = -J cr u.18u;dV + J cr ij8u;n1dS . (2.15) 
v v s 

Substitution of (2.15) in (2.14) yields: 

J (b; + cr u)l3u1dV = J (cr uni - f;)Öu1dS (2.16) 
v s 

Equation (2.16) has to be valid tor every virtual change öu of the displacement field 
u, so we conclude: 

1 cr ij ,J + b1 = 0 on V ~iin1 -J;=O onS 
(2 .17) 

The equations (2.17) are the equations of statie equilibrium. The first equation is 
referred to as the equation of Navier-Cauchy (Brebbia and Dominguez [3]). These 
equilibrium equations give the relationship between the applied loads and the cor
responding stresses in the body for the theory described in this chapter. 

2.5 lntegral identity tor elastostatics 

Let u be the displacement field, e the corresponding strain tensor and cr the corres
ponding stress tensor of the body in statie equilibrium. The external loads are de
scribed by the vector fields b on V and f on S. Let u' be another displacement field 
with strain tensor e' and stress tensor cr' . By use of the Betti relation (2.7), we have: 

(2.18) 
v 

From (2.1 B) we obtain through integration by parts: 

(2.19) 
v s 

Substitution of the equilibrium equations (2.17) in (2.19) gives: 

(2 .20) 
v s 

Suppose that the displacement field u' can be chosen in such a way that the diver
gence of the corresponding stress tensor cr' is concentrated in an internal point in 
V. lt !hen fellows trom (2.20) that the equilibrium displacement field in the internal 
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point under consideration can be calculated from the displacement field on the 
boundary and the external loads. 

2.6 Fundamental solutions 

The identity for elastostatics, as given in (2.20) is often used as the starting point of 
the boundary elements method (Brebbia and Dominguez [3]). lt gives the value of 
the displacements at any internal point in terms of the applied boundary tractions f 
and displacements u on the boundary, the volume forces b throughout the domain 
V and a given, known displacement field u'. Note that in this identity !here are two 
displacement fields present: the equilibrium displacement field u, which represents 
the problem to be solved, and an arbitrary, known displacement field u' . This known 
solution of the displacement field used in the boundary elements method is called 
u*. This solution is the displacement field that allows the corresponding stress 
tensor to satisfy the Navier-Cauchy equation (2.17a) for an infinite elastic medium 
loaded by a force concentrated in a point. 
Consider this infinite domain of linear elastic material. Let p be a fixed point in 
space. Let c be an external loading force applied at point p. We can write this force 
as a volume force per unit volume by use of the Dirac function ó(x:p) on space 
centred at p, i.e. có(x;p). This Dirac function has the following properties for every 
bounded region in space: 

J ó(x;p)dV(x) = 0 /or an exterior pof V, 
v 

J ó(x;p)dV(x) = 1 /or an interior pof V , 
(2.21) 

v 

and is used to describe a force acting on a point as a volume force. We will con
struct a tensor u*(x;p) in such a way that 

(2.22) 

satisfies the Navier-Cauchy equation 

cr~.1 (x; p) = -c1ó(x;p) (2.23) 

Here o*(x;p) is the stress tensor corresponding to the displacement field u*(x ). We 
reler to the tensor u*(x;p) as the fundamental solution of the Navier-Cauchy equa
tion corresponding to the source point p. 

Let x be a point x ;r p , called the field point, with position vector r relative to the 
source point p and distance p(x;p)=: p to p. Equation (2.22) states that the dis
placement vector u *(x) in point x linearly depends on the loading force c in p. This 
linear map c ~ u*(x ) is denoted by A. For each eigenvector q of A the equation 

Aq= Àq (2 .24) 
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is valid (Kreyszig [8]). For reasons of symmetry the vector r and all vectors or
thogonal to r are eigenvectors of A and the corresponding eigenvalues are func
tions of p (see figure 2.2). 
Write the force c as the sum of two eigenvectors of A, one in the direction of rand 
one vector orthogonal to r : 

(2.25) 

Hence !here are functions a(p) and ~(p) such that: 

. ( r) r u (x) = a(p)c + P(P) c · p p (2.26) 

or in indicia! notation: 

(2.27) 

From a dimensional analysis of (2.26) we can conclude that there have to be con
stants a and ~ such that: 

(2.28) 

By use of the definition of the strain tensor (2.2), the strain tensor E*(x:p) corres
ponding to the displacement field u*(x) can be calculated. We obtain the folloWing 
expression lor its components: 

.. A> p 
/ 

® ® 
Figure 2. 2: Eigenvectors of the linear map A 
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• - 1 
Eij (r, p) = 

2
P2 {(a - ~)(o ki p ,j + okJ P.1 )- 2~p . .<oij - JP.iP.)}ck = 

1 
=-{(a-~)(o .. 't +ok't )-2~ k (o .. -Jp .p )}c. 2 ", ,) :J ,1 , IJ 11 ,) " 

(2 .29) 

1 
where 't := -

p 

Using Hooke's law (2.6) and (2.29) we can write the components of the stress ten
sor a *u{x;p) as: 

a'.. (x; p) = µ{(a - ~)(ok 't . + ok 't . + --3..:'._'t ko .. )- 2R,,. k (o - Jp .p )}ck (2.30) u ' ·1 'J ·' 1- 2v · IJ pi.. _ Ij ·' •1 

This expression can be used to calculate the integral of the divergence of the 
stress tensor over the sphere V centred at the source point p with radius Tl > 0. 
Using integration by parts one can derive: 

J a :-.J (x;p)dV(x ) = J a : (x;p)n/x)dS(x) = J cr~(x;pXi .J dS(x) (2.31) 
p= ~ 

Substitution of (2.30) in (2.31) yields: 

J 
. -8nµe R 

a ijJ (x; p)dV= ' {a(2-Jv)-f'v} 
P~~ • 3(1- 2v) 

(2.32) 

When we use the Navier-Cauchy equation (2.23) instead of (2.30) to obtain this 
integral, we gel: 

J cr ~)x; p)dV(x) = -ei J t:i.(x;p)dV(x) = - ei 

Il follows trom (2.32) and (2.33) that: 

a.(2 - Jv)- ~v = 3(1 - 2v) 
8nµ 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

Equation (2.34) is the first relation between the constants a and ~ - The second re
lation is obtained by calculating the divergence of the stress tensor trom (2.30) : 

(2.35) 
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From the Navier-Cauchy equation we conclude: 

cr:./x;p) = 0 ,p ,: 0 (2.36) 

Hence: 

a. - P(3 - 4v) = o (2.37) 

Equation (2.37) is the second relationship between a and ~ · By combining (2.37) 
and (2.34) the constants a and ~ can be obtained, and we get: 

3-4v 
and P = 1 

16rcµ(l - v) 
(2.38) a.=----

16rcµ(l - v) 

Substitution of the constants a and ~ in relation (2.28) yields: 

• • 1 { 3 - 4v 1 } 
U; (x) = ukó(x;p)ck = p 16rcµ(l- v) öb + 16rcµ(l - v) P.kP.; ck (2.39) 

Thus the components of the fundamental solution of the Navier-Cauchy equation 
(2.17a) with source point p in the field point x at distance p =p(x;p) tromp are given 
by: 

(2.40) 

In analogy to (2.22) it is possible to construct a tensor S*(x;p) in such a way that its 
components S*ku{x;p) satisfy: 

(2.41) 

Combining (2.30) and (2.38) we get: 

s;(x;p)= 
1 

(3'tkpp . +(l-2v)(Ök't . +Ö k. 't . -Ö .'tk)) (2.42) ,, 8 Jt (1 - v) ' " ,, ' ,, ] " 9 • 

Consider a surf ace element centred at point x with normal vector n(x) (figure 2.1 ). 
The traction force t*(x) corresponding to the displacement field u*(x) on the surface 
element can be written as: 

t;°(x) = a:(x;p)n/x) (2.43) 

Now introduce the tensor t*(x;p) with components t*u{x;p), such that: 
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(2.44) 

Use (2.42) to calculate the components t*u(x;p) of the tensor t*(x;p): 

1 
---~2 [p .n [(! - 2v)ök. + 3p kp.] + (1- 2v)(nkp . - np k )] 
87t(l - v)p ·' , , . ·' ·' ' . 

(2.45) 
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CHAPTER 3 

The boundary elements method 

3.1 lntroduction 

The boundary elements method is an accurate and powerful numerical technique 
for analysis in continuum mechanics. In this chapter the method wilt be described 
that is applicable to three-dimensional calculations which solve stress-strain prob
lems in elastostatics. The numerical implementation and the corresponding soft
ware for this method wilt be presented. 
Due to the development of highly optimised mechanica! components nowadays, it 
is very important to predict the actual product quality in the design stage already. 
The often complex geometry of these components makes il very difficult, and in 
many cases impossible, to obtain analytica! solutions for stress and strain sensitiv
ity calculations. These solutions have to be obtained using numerical techniques. 
Several techniques that solve these kinds of problems have been developed during 
the last decades. The numerous calculations that have to be performed with these 
techniques are done by computers. They can be classified in three different ap
proaches: finite difference (FD), finite elements (FE) and boundary elements (BE) 
methods. These three approaches wilt be summarised here. 
The first two approaches are thoroughly developed and reliable software is com
mercialty available nowadays. More and more companies are putting these meth
ods into practice with goed results. The finite difference and finite elements meth
ods both are based on an extensive subdivision of the region of interest in three
dimensional celts (figure 3.1 lor a two-dimensional example). After applying the 
boundary conditions to this discretised region, the solution of the problem is ob
tained. 
The third approach, the boundary elements method (BEM), was developed more 
recently. Although the basic theory is trom the previous century, il is not as welt 
known as the first two approaches due to its recent development and the interest 
which the other two methods got during the past few decades. 
In the boundary elements method, the governing partial differential equations are 
analytically transformed into integral equations over the boundary of the region of 
interest only. This boundary is then discretised into two-dimensional elements 
(cells), see figure (3.1) fora two-dimensional example. After applying the boundary 
conditions, a linear system of equations is derived which results in the unique solu
tion of the problem. 
Though the finite elements method, as a result of its long history of development, is 
used in a large number of applications today, the boundary elements method may 
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sometimes be preferred as a more accurate and powerful technique by compari
son . There are several advantages and disadvantages in using the Boundary ele
ments method compared to the Finite Elements Method, which will be summarised 
below (Becker [2], Brebbia [3]). 

finite differenée 
method 
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Flgure 3. 1: Dlscretisatlon methods for numerical analysis In comlnuum mechanics 

Advantages of the boundary elements method 

• In the boundary elements .method only the boundary of the region of interest is 
discretised in elements, in contrast to the full-region discretisation necessary lor 
the finite elements method. This means a reduction of the dimensionality of the 
problem by one. As a result the time reqÜired for modelling and model checking 
is reduced. Software for modelling and discretisation of the problem is simpler 
and faster. 

• Stresses are calculated more accurately using the boundary elements method 
because no further approximation is imposed by the derivation of stresses at in
terior points. The solution is exact and continuous in the solution domain. This 
makes the method very suitable for solving problems with high gradients of the 
stress- or displacement fields (crack propagation, frictional stress, stress 
concentrations). 

• Less computer time and storage. For the same level of accuracy, the boundary 
elements method uses fewer nodes and elements compared to the same prob
lem formulated in the finite elements method. Meshes used by the boundary 
elements method cannot be compared to finite element method meshes, be
cause they can be coarser with comparable accuracy in calculated stress values. 

• In the finite elements method, results are calculated in the entire discretised re
gion, so much irrelevant information is calculated. This information is aften ir
relevant because in many cases the region of interest is only a part of the total 
region under consideration. In the boundary elements method, only information 
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is calculated in the areas that are relevant tor the user. Theretore, using the 
boundary elements method is a much more efficient way of using computing re
sources. 

• The boundary elements method handles problems with materials with a Pois
son's ratio of exactly 0.5 (e.g. incompressible materials) Without difficulties. 

• The boundary elements method is more suitable tor performing contact analysis. 
The contact stresses are more accurately calculated because there is less ap
proximation imposed on the solution. Only the boundary is discretised and the 
interior domain is continuous. The high stress gradients, which often occur in 
contact analysis, are calculated more accurately. 

Disadvantages of the Boundary Elements Method 

• The theory of the Finite Elements Method is today a standard part of many engi
neering courses, so the user is familiar with the mathematica! backgrounds of 
the method. In the Boundary Elements Method, however, ether mathematica! 
methods are used, with which the user is not that familiar. This results in a sleep 
learning curve tor the Boundary Elements Method. 

• When non-linear materials are used, a full discretisation of the bodies is neces
sary. Though the accuracy of the method remains the same, the advantage of 
only modelling the boundary of the problem is no longer present. In this case the 
finite elements method is much more efficient and taster, because of the more 
simple calculations that have to be performed. 

• For thin shell and beam analysis the boundary elements method is much less 
accurate than the finite elements method at present. 

• The boundary elements method is a relatively new technique. The finite ele
ments method is more established and commercially developed. Present finite 
elements method software is highly optimised and reliable. Commercially avail
able boundary elements method software has not yet proved itself as an accu
rate and efficient software tool. 

In this chapter the boundary elements method will be described first, resulting in 
the boundary integral equations. Subsequently these equations will be discretised 
and integrated using numerical techniques. The resulting system of equations can 
!hen be solved alter applying the boundary conditions, providing us with the unique 
solution to the problem. Software tor boundary elements method analysis will be 
presented. 
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3.2 Somigliana's identity 

Consider the homogeneous isotropic linear elastic solid body as given in figure 3.2. 
In the reference (undeformed) configuration the body occupies a bounded region V 
in space. The boundary surface of the body is denoted by S. The outward unit nor
mal vector on S is n. The body is in statie equilibrium under the loading force per 
unit area/ on S and the loading force per unit volume bon V. The displacement and 
stress fields in the current (deformed) configuration are denoted by the displace
ment vector u and the stress tensor cr. Let p be a fixed interior point in V. We will 
now construct an integral equation tor the displacement at the interior point p in the 
current (deformed) configuration . 

Let u*(x) be the displacement field corresponding to the loading force c in the 
source point p (see (2.22)). Furthermore, u*(x:p) is the fundamental solution corre
sponding to the source point p and field point x as described in section 2.6. We 
have: 

(2.22) 

The stress tensor correspohding to u*(x) is written cr*(x;p) (see 2.30) and satisfies 
the Navier-Cauchy equilibrium equation (2.23) . We have: 

a:.1(x; p) = -c/1(x;p) 

where 11(x;p) is the Dirac function on space centred at p. 

First, we substitute the displacement field u*(x) tor the displacement field u' in iden
tity (2.20). So we substitute the stress tensor cr*(x;p) tor cr' in (2.2) and we obtain: 

c1u1(p) = J (/; (x)u; (x)-a~(x;p)n1 (x)u1 (x))dS(x) + J b1(x)u; (x)dV(x) (3.1) 
s v 

Use the relations (2.43, 44, 45) to transform (3.1) into 

where the components t\,{x;p) of the tensor t*(x;p) are presented in (2.45) . Rela
tion (3.2) is valid tor every force vector c, so we conclude: 

u.(p) = J u~(x;p)f;(x)dS(x)-J ((x;p)u1(x)dS(x)+ J u;1(x;p)b1(x)dV(x) (3.3) 
s s v 
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Figure 3. 2: A homogeneous isotropic llnear elastic solid body 

Relation (3.3) constitutes an integral equation for the equilibrium displacement field 
u and is referred to as Somigliana's identity (Brebbia and Dominguez (3]). 

Now we have to investigate what happens when we take point p on the boundary S. 
The boundary is supplemented by a hemisphere of radius t centred at point p, such 
that p is an interior point of the supplemented body (see figure 3.3). The surface of 
the hemisphere is denoted by S,. The part of the hemisphere outside the body is re
ferred to as V,. 

Since p is an interior point of the supplemented body we use (3.3) to obtain: 

uk(p) = f u;1(x;p)b1(x)dV(x)+ f u;1(x;p)b1(x)dV(x)- f 1;1(x;p)u1(x)dS(x) 
n~ ~ ~ 

-f 1;1(x;p)u1(x)dS(x)+ f u;1(x;p)J;(x)dS(x)+ f u;1(x;p)J;(x)dS(x) 
(3.4) 

S, S/Sr,, S, 

From (2.40) it is easy to deduce that on V we have: 

so we conclude 

lim f u;1(x;p)b1(x)cfV.(x) = lim f u;1(x;p)J;(x)dS,(x) =0 . 
E40 C40 

(3.5) 
~ ~ 
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Figure 3. 3: Boundary hemisphere around a surface point 

The integral terms from (3.4) in which u*JU(x;p) occurs, will simply become integrals 
over the entire surface and volume of the body. 

From (2.45) we find !hal on S, 

so the integration over the surface of the hemisphere will not vanish. By substitution 
of the values for t*JU(x;p) trom (2.45) and integration over the hemisphere, il can be 
shown (Brebbia [3]) that 

'1111f1;;(x;p)u1(x)dS(x) = ck1(x;p)u;(p) (3.6) 
Se 

where 

if the surface S is smooth in p. So equation (3.3) applied to boundary points trans
forms into the boundary integral equation: 

ck;(x;p)u;(p) + f. p f (;(x;p)u;(x)dS(x) = f u:(x;p)f,(x)dS(x) + f u;;(x ;p)b;(x)dV(x) 
s s v 

where the surface integrals take the sense of the Cauchy principal value and are 

denoted with f.p f . In the remainder of the thesis we suppose that !here are no 
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volume forces on V, i.e. b = o. So the latter equation can, in the absence of volume 
forces, be written as: 

ch(x;p)u,(p) + f p J 1;,(x;p)u,(x)dS(x) = J u;,(x;p)J;(x)dS(x). (3.7) 
s s 

Now a rigid body motion is applied to the body, i.e. the solid is translated over a 
vector, say a. The displacements u in equation (3.7) are replaced by u+a. This 
equation is still satisfied then, so we conclude: 

c.,(p ) = -f p. J 1;,(x;p)dS(x) . 
s 

Il !hen follows that (3.7) tor a boundary point can be written as: 

J u;,(x; p)J;(x)dS(x) = f p. J 1;,(x;p)(u,(x) - u,(p))dS(x) . (3.8) 
s 

Equation (3.8) is the starting point tor the boundary elements method. This equa
tion will be used (after discretisation) to calculate the stresses and displacements in 
a homogeneous isotropic linear elastostatic body using the boundary eJements 
method. 

3.3 Oiscretisation of the boundary integral equation 

With the boundary integral equation (3.8) it is possible to solve the genera! bound
ary value problem of elastostatics, provided that either the displacements or trac
tions are given in every point on the boundary surface of the body. This equation 
cannot in genera! be solved analytically, so a numerical approach has to be used. 
The strategy used is as follows: 

• Discretise the boundary surf ace of the body to be analysed in a finite number of 
elements. The points on the surface defining these elements are called nodes or 
nadat points. All calculations are based on this discretised geometry instead of 
the real geometry of the body. The more accurately this discretized geometry 
models the real geometry, the more accurate the analysis will be. 

• For every point on the surface of the body we have the boundary integral equa
tion (3.8). Consecutively take each node of the mesh as the source point and 
consider the boundary integral equation (tig 3.4). The surface integrals in this 
equation can be ca lculated as the sum of the integrals over all elements. For 
each node in three dimensions !here are three corresponding linear scalar equa
tions. So the discretised form of the boundary integral equation (3.8) can be writ
ten as: 
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Eu=Lj, (3.9) 

• where C and E are (3N x 3N) matrices and u and f are (3N)-column vectors rep
resenting the displacements and traction forces respectively and N denotes the 
number of nodes. 

• For each node, the displacements, traction forces or a linear combination of both 
are prescribed in the boundary conditions. So the 6N entries in the column vec
tors u andf contain only 3N unknowns. These 3N unknowns are denoted by the 
(3N) column vector x. From equation (3.9) we derive the following linear system 
of equations tor the unknown vector x: 

Ax=c. (3.10) 

• Solve the system of equations (3.10) by use of tor instance a direct Gauss elimi
nation scheme. This scheme is preferred because A in (3.10) is fully populated. 
Appropriate nondimensionalisation, sealing and partial pivoting are required to 
provide high accuracy. 

• Compute additional information like stresses and displacements at interior 
points. 

In the following paragraphs these steps tor performing boundary elements method 
analysis will be discussed in more detail. 

Figure 3. 4: Construction of the system of boundary integral equations 
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3.3.1 Discretisation by boundary elements 

Consider the linear elastic homogeneous isotropic solid body to be analysed, as 
depicted in figure 3.2. In this paragraph the discretisation of this body into surface 
elements will be discussed. This discretisation of the body is called the boundary 
element mesh. The boundary integral equations, as derived in the previous para
graph will also be discretised. By applying these discretised equations to the mesh, 
il is possible to derive a linear system of equations that couples the surface forces 
per unit area to the displacements on the boundary of the mesh. With this system il 
is possible to calculate the displacements and surface tractions after application of 
a set of boundary conditions, i.e. where displacements are prescribed on the 
boundary, surface tractions can de derived, and where surface tractions are given, 
displacements can be calculated. 

labelling schemes 

Let 'M = { !:11
, !:1 2

• " . • lim } be a triangulation of the boundary surface S, i.e. the set 
'J{_ = { N1

• N2
, ." , N" } of vertices of the triangles in '.M are points on S. We refer to the 

points in 'J{_ as nodes or nodal points of the so-called boundary element mesh '.M 
representing S. 

Let lih, 1 !{h !{m, be a triangle in 'M. We will now introduce a labelling convention for 
the nodes of element li h . The nodes in 'J{_ are labelled in two different ways. The la
belling 'J{_ = { N1

, N2
, " .• N" } is the globa/ labelling. The node N"1, J !{ h !{ m and j E 

{1 ,2, 3), is the vertex of element lih such thatj is the order number of the vertex of 
li h. The order number of the node is chosen in such a way that the nodes N"1. N"2• 

N"1 of element lih and the unit outward normal vector nh on Llh correspond in the 
sense of the right hand screw. We refer to the latter labelling method as the local 
labelling. The labels used in this convention are the upper indices of quantities. The 
components of vectors and tensors will be the lower indices. The summation con
vention is only valid for the lower indices. Summations over the labels of a quantity 
have to be written using the l: operator. 

The displacement vector and the element traction force per unit area in the node N', 
1 !{ l !{ n, are denoted by u1 and} respectively. In the node N'u. J !{ h !{mand J < j < 
3, are these vectors written, in analogy with the node labelling convention intro
duced above, as u1

!l and / j. All relevant quantities will be labelled with both the 
global and the local labelling method. 
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figure 3.5: The relation between the local and the global numbering scheme 

Now the local and the global labelling methods will be coupled by introducing the 
function 't . For J 5 I 5 n, 1 5 h 5 m, I 5 j 5 3 this function is given by: 

ih· {I ,ij N ' = N hj , 
î "= 

0 ,otherwise. 

Using the function 't, we can write tor the displacement vector and the element 
traction force per unit area, for J 5 h 5 m, 1 5 j 5 3 : 

n 

uhj = L: î lhj u l , 

. / :::1 

(3.11) 
n 

! hj = L:1/hj1/, 
/: 1 

lnterpolation 

Now the position vector of an arbitrary point on the element surface is derived as a 
function of the position vectors of the three nodes of the element. This is done by 
interpolation. This interpolation is not only performed for the position of a point on 
the element, but the same interpolation method is used for all ether relevant quan
tities which vary over the element. lf the same method is used tor all quantities in 
the element, the element is called an isoparametric element. 

Let !:ih, J 5 h 5 m, be a triangle in :M. The position vector of node N'lj, I 5 j::; 3, is 
denoted by xhj and the position vector x of a point Pof !:ih is written as 

(3.12) 
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such that 

The triangle N"'N''2P is denoted by D.h
3

• For the area ID.h31 of D.h
3 we have 

ID.h31 = 1;3 ID.\ hence 

(3.13) 

Now the position vector x of a point on the element can be written as a function of 
the position vectors of the nodes of the element: 

3 

x = L: i;/xhi 
j = I 

Since we have isoparametric elements, we can also write the following tor the dis
placement vector u and the force vector j 

3 

u = L:1;1uhJ • 
} =\ 

3 

J=L.,l; Jf hJ_ 
J= I 

Discretisation of the boundary integral equations 

(3.14) 

We now approximate integral equation (3.8) by a system of linear equations. First 
write tor the fundamental traction and displacement solutions, 
for 1 5 l 5 n, 1 5 k 5 3, 1 5 i 5 3, 

t~ = 1;,(x;N1
) . 

(3.15) 

Fix the node N', J 5 l 5n and let k E { 1, 2,3) . The boundary element approximation 
of the integral equation (3.8) can be written as: 

Th is equation can also be written as: 
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m 3 

L :~)c:j j/j - E:7 (u ;hJ - u; )] = o 
h=.1 j 1 

where 

C lhj. _ J ' / ~ id' Ah 
ki. - UkiS u , 

o.' 

(3.16) 

Equation (3.16) is the discretised approximation of the boundary integral equation 
(3.8) tor node N'. By writing this equation tor all nodes of the mesh, the global sys
tem of equations can be constructed. This global system is the system that has to 
be solved. 

Equation (3.16) is expressed in the local labelling scheme. We will now write the 
system in the global labelling scheme. Substitute (3.11) in (3.16) to obtain 

m 3 n 

LLL[c:~1't 'hi f/ -E~~j ('t'h1u; - ö''u; )J = o 
h:J J=I ,.- - 1 

where 

{
1 ,if r = l 

o" = o , otherwise. 

This equation can be written as 

n n 

z: ê;:K = :LÊ~u; 
r::::] r=l 

where 
m 3 

ê" . = " " c'hi 't' h; ki· ~L k1 
h=\ j= I 

m J 

Ê 1
'. = '°'' E'hj('t'1

'
1 -ö'' ) "' . L..L ki 

}J- ] j .,-, 1 

(3.17) 

lf the node N' is not a vertex of the triangle t:/, then the integrals can be approxi
mated by standard numerical methods e.g. Gauss quadrature. However, if N' is a 
vertex of ó.h , then the integrals are singular in the vertex N' of ó.h, so another method 
has to be used to calculate the integrals. This is done using an analytica! method. 
This method is presented in the next paragraph. 
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3.3.2 lntegration of the kernel-shape function products 

In this paragraph the analytica! evaluation of the integrals (3.17) will be presented 
as described by Overdijk and Peerdeman[13). Let tl E IJ{, 1 5 I 5 n, be a node on 
the boundary surface and let t;,.h. 1 5 h 5 m, be a triangle of the mesh 'M such that 
N' is a vertex of t;,.h. Without loss of generality, we can assume N'=tl'' where tl'', 
N"2, N"1 are the vertices of t;,.h. The angles of t;,. h at N"', N"2, N"1 are denoted by a''', 
ah

2
, ah

1 and i', i 1
, i 1 are the lengths of the sides N"2t1'1 , N"1N"1

, N"'tl12 respec
tively. The position vector of the node N"1. j=l,2,3 is written as xhJ_ The unit outward 
normal vector on t;,.h is denoted by nh. 

To write down the formula for 

in (3.16) we introduce some notations. 

111 := ~. 

Ak; := P;1 (cosah3 - cos(ah3 - ah')+ ~sin 2ah3 ) + 

+q;;(cosah2 +cosah3 - ~sinah2sinah3 )+ 

+ rk; (cosah2 - cos(ah2 - ah1) + ~sin 2ah2 ). 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 
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( 

. 2 hl J 
Bh: = Pki 

8 1~ ~2 + ~sin(2a h3 )- 2(sinah3 + sin(2a'" + a h2 
)) + 

sma 

+qki (~sin(ah 3 -ah2 )-2(s ina"3 -sinah2 ))+ 

Ek
1
i:= Aki ' 

h2 
C 2 z ( A h3 B "3 ) ki := "hï ki cosa + ki cosa , 

z 

As a result of elementary calculations we get 

We now come to the formula for 

E'hJ = j p f 1''~id!:!h ki . . . k1 ~ 

". 

in (3.16). Use (3.3), (3.17) and p,1 n1 = 0 to write 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

lf j = 2 or j = 3, then the integral on the right-hand side in (3.27) exists and can be 
evaluated analytically. For j = J we get 

E 1h1 = -(1 - 2v)f.p .f n:P.i -nt P.k d!:!" -E1"2 -E1h2. 
in 8n(l - v) ó P2 ko in 

(3.28) 

The finite part of the integral (3.28) is evaluated as follows. Let E > O and define ~" 

c ~" as depicted in figure 3.7. 
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N'=N"' 

Figure 3. 7: Calculation of the finite part integral 

The directions of the unit tangent vector t of the boundary curve C, of ó, and the 
unit outward normal vector non óe correspond in the sense of the right-hand screw. 
lntegration by parts yields (use n.grad{l/p)=O on ó,} 

(3.29) 

where pis the distance to the source point N=N"'. From an elementary calculation 
we obtain 

1 xhJ _ xh2 xh2 _ xh' ( zhJ) xh3 _ xhJ ( zh2) J - t dC. = hl ~ + hJ 1 +In - + h2 1 +In -
c P Z Z E z E 

(3.30) 

Since the last two terms on the right-hand side of (3.30) cancel in the integration 
over the triangles with N'=N"' as vertex, we conclude trom (3.30) that 

(3.31) 

From (3.28) and (3.31) we conclude 

E'h' + E1h2 + E'h3 = 1 - 2 v D . 
in k• ko 8n(l - v) in 

(3.32) 
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To write down the formula tor E}hJk; we introduce the notation 

S3 = - -:___ - 1 ; (l+cosai.1)+ ' ; (cosa h3 +cosah2 +~sinah2 sin ai.') 
1 h2 ( xhJ -xh' xhJ -xhi _ ) 

; sin ahJ zh' zh2 z"' 

(3.33) 

Alter elementary calculations we obtain 

ih· 1- 2v h · h · 
Ek.~ = (o, Dk. +nkS 1 -n Sk1

) 
' 8n(I - v) 1 

' ' ' 
(3.34) 

3.4 Application of the boundary conditions 

The global system of equations (3.17) gives the relations between the displace
ments and surface tractions of the n nodes of the boundary elements mesh 'Jvf. For 
each node, three equations are generated, so the global system contains 3n simul
taneous equations. 
Each node has 6 degrees of freedom: 3 degrees of freedom tor the displacement 
vector and 3 degrees of freedom for the surface traction vector, so the system has 
6n unknowns. To be able to solve this global system, the number of unknowns has 
to be reduced to 3n by introducing boundary conditions. These boundary conditions 
prescribe 3 degrees of freedom tor each node. For each node 3 boundary condi
tions have to be applied: 

• All tractions are prescribed. 
• All displacements are prescribed. 
• A combination of tractions and displacements is prescribed. 

Alter using these boundary conditions a system of 3n simultaneous equations with 
3n unknowns is constructed. The system takes the following shape: 

Cj= Eu, (3.35) 

where the C and E matrices are obtained by numerical integration of the kemel 
shape function products. The vectors f and u are partially known and partially un
known. Il a traction component is known tor a node, the corresponding displace
ment component is unknown and vice versa. Now the system can be rearranged to 
read: 
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Ax = Bf (3.36) 

in which all unknowns are passed to the vector x, and all known boundary condi
tions are passed to the vector f The vectors x and f now contain both a mixture of 
traction- and displacement components. The matrices A and B contain a mixture of 
integrated traction and displacement kemel shape function products. Multiplying 13 
and f (which is entirely known) results in the vector b. The system now has the 
form : 

Ax=f (3.37) 

3.5 Solving the system of equations 

The system of equations (3.37) can be solved with a standard solver (direct or indi
rect methods can be used) . However care must be taken to avoid large numerical 
calculation errors. The system of equations is fully populated and mostly ill-condi
tioned. The bad condition has several causes: 

• The magnitude of the traction components is about the Young 's modulus E 
(approximately 2.0E9) times bigger than the magnitude of the displacement 
components. 

• The traction kemels are about the shear modulus µ smaller than than the dis
placement kemels (equations (2.40) and (2.45)). 

• The absolute values of the prescribed tractions and displacements are not 
known in advance. 

In order to improve the condition of the system of equations and to gel a more 
solvable system, it has to be scaled and normalized. This is done by introducing 
three scale factors: S8 lor the geometry, S, lor the traction forces and Sd lor the dis
placements. 

Let gmax be the radius of the bounding sphere which just fits around the mesh. All 
coordinates will be scaled using: 

with 

Let tmax be the maximum prescribed traction component, or zero when !here are no 
prescribed tractions in the model, i.e. all displacements are prescribed. Let dmax be 
the maximum prescibed displacement component applied. There always have to 
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be prescribed displacements in the model to prevent rigid body motion or rotation . 
Now the displacements and tractions are scaled with 

with 

otherwise 

!
s,sg iif d = o 

Sd = E mox 

dm" otherwise 

The system then can be rendered dimensionless by removing the shear modulus µ 
trom the traction kemel (2.45). 
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3.6 Software tor solving BEM problems 

The theory of the boundary elements method, as described in the previous chap
ters, has been implemented in a software package. In this paragraph, the program 
will be briefly discussed. The motivation lor using the boundary elements method 
tor the analysis of the crowngear transmission lies in the superior way it handles 
large calculations and the accuracy obtained in relation to the finite elements 
method. Especially tor the analysis of solid bodies, the numbers of nodes and ele
ments required is greatly reduced. In graph 3.1 this reduction is given tor a coarse 
crowngear mesh discretised with a BEM surface mesh against a FEM solid mesh. 
For finer meshes the reduction is even larger. 

• BEM Il FEM 

nodes 

elements 

matrix size 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Data size (normalized to FEM) 

Graph.3.1: Data sizes FEM versus SEM 

The reason to write the software instead of purchasing a commercial package was 
based on two main reasons: 
In the first place, inhouse developed boundary elements method software can be 
modified and adapted tast tor new developments and techniques. lt can easily be 
modified to perform special tasks. The ElastoMath software tor instance, is inte
grated directly in gear calculation software which performs specialised functions 
concerning gear calculations. The software can be adapted to calculate tor instan
ce geometry optimisations or to help with noise minimisation. 
A second argument tor developing software is the quality of the available boundary 
elements method software. The software available is usually very specialised and 
written by engineers instead of software developers, so it is aften badly pro
grammed and very difficult to use. In-house developed software has the advantage 
that the software is known from top to bottom and that the total software is trans
parent. 
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The software developed to solve elastostatics problems using the boundary ele
ments method (ElastoMath) is written in a general, modular way. Modifications can 
be made easy and il is programmed in such a way that making extensions to the 
code is easy. The package is not always optimised for speed where possible and 
sometimes concessions have been made to keep the code easy to read. The 
package was written in a standard programming language (the C programming 
language) that is independent of the operating system used, so il runs without 
modification on almost every hardware platform available. Il has been tested run
ning on the MS-DOS operating system, MS-Windows, UL TRIX (the UNIX imple
mentation of Digital Equipment Corporation), and IRIX (the UNIX implementation of 
Silicon Graphics). The maximum problem size that can be solved depends on the 
hardware used. All available memory, including virtual memory, is used, if neces
sary, when running. 

Some aspects of the software can be briefly summarised as follows: 
• The software is designed for the calculation of stresses and strains in genera! 

three-dimensional linear elastic solid objects in statie equilibrium. There. are 
special extensions tor contact and gear calculations. 

• The software can easily be extended to perform ether tasks like non-linear 
analysis (large displacements), heat transfer analysis and dynamic response 
analysis. Separate modules would have to be developed. 

• The algorithms used are based on the boundary elements method. There is a 
mixed analytical/numerical formulation for the calculation of the integrals. The 
singular integrals are calculated analytically. 

• The maximum number of nodes is limited by the available memory resources 
and operating system, with a maximum of approximately 20000. The maximum 
number of elements is approximately 65000, and is also limited by the available 
memory resources and operating system. 

• The software currently supports linear 3-noded triangular surface elements only 
lor the modelling of the geometry. 

• The package is designed in a modular way and can easily be extended by the 
user to perform special tasks. 

• A native input output format is available; interfacing to standard pre- and post
processors is possible. Currently there are interfaces to 1-DEAS Master Series 
and in-house developed gear analysis programs. 

• Data integrity checks are built in, like methods lor matrix verification using rigid 
body translation and small rigid body rotations. Force and moment equilibrium 
tests are performed automatically. 

• The calculations can be performed with either double precision or single preci
sion to be more memory efficient. 

• The system matrices can be saved to disk before the boundary conditions are 
applied, so different loadcases can be calculated more quickly. 
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The ElastoMath System 

Figure 3.8: The ElastoMath System 
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3.7 Software verification 

The ElastoMath software is verified in several ways during its development. The 
code syntax is thoroughly verified with all compiler warnings switched on and with 
the use of the 'lint' utility. The algorithms and modules are checked manually to see 
if they do what they are designed to do. Less obvious errors, which do not show up 
during compile time, are checked by using utility functions. For instance, all mem
ory allocations and de-allocations done by the software during run-time are counted 
and information is displayed. This overhead does not take much time in compari
son to the time consumed by the BEM-algorithms. 

Proflle lfstfng genereted Frf Apr 21 15:46157 1995 
wf th 1 prof mfckey -pfxfe 

Total cycles 
7654195124 

Total Tfme Instructfons Cycles/1nst Clock Target 
R4000 76.54s 3686250149 2.076 100.0MHz 

133 cycles due to code thet could not be 
asslgned to any source procedure. 

38479109461 Total number of Lead lnstructfons executed . 
153900393391 Total number of bytes looded by the progr11m. 

815212953: 
326037 2625 1 

388893751 
1520769591 
1299431761 

302245601 
221139181 

688619790 ! 
15277157181: 
130672207511 

Total 
Total 
Total 
Total 
Total 
Total 
Total 
Total 
Total 
Total 

number of Store Instructfons executed. 
number of bytes stored by the progrom. 
number nops executed fn branch delay slot. 
number condftfonel branches e.xecuted. 
number conditfonel branches actually t11iken. 
number cond..ftlonol bronch lfkely executed. 
number condftfonal branch lfkely actually taken. 
cycles waftfng for current 1nstr to ffnfsh . 
cycles lost to satfsfy schedulfng constra1nts. 
cycles lost waft1ng for operands be avafhble. 

"" -p[rocedures] usfn9 basfc-block counts. 
Sorted fn descendfng order by the number of cycles executed. fn each 
procedure. Unexecuted procedures are not 11 sted. 

cycles(I) cum % fnstrns calls procedure(ffle) 

1835011594( 23. 97) 23.97 19.35 543707136 11327 232 sca l emat3x3 
J 637021008( 21. 39) 45.36 16.37 5352Jl712 1651888 makeUFandTF 
1338029200(17 .48) 62 .84 13.38 723526944 9911328 matsum3x3 

901930848(11 .78) 74 . 63 9.02 545123040 9911328 matcopy3x3 
449313536( 5.87) 80.SO 4.49 289552368 235984 norm_fnt 
416543355( 5. 44) 85.94 4.17 391327465 1 solve_4 
311275935( 4 . 07) 90.00 3.11 208949049 1430379 f1l lmatrfx 
252441648( 3.30) 93.30 2.52 142622400 1426224 plug_fn_and_sum 
169200529( 2. 21) 95.51 1.69 101001152 235984 fnft_normol_fntegratfon 
77729043( 1.02) 96.53 0.78 36241764 34424 pofnt_dl l 
48514693( 0.63) 97 .16 0.49 28835156 l l fneor3 
35869568( 0.47) 97 .63 0.36 26430208 471968 ffllhypermotrh. 
27300784( 0.36) 97 . 99 0.27 21193884 346 swopcol 
20683824( 0.27) 90.26 0.21 11180896 100448 ''" 20517979( 0.27) 98.53 0.21 12956450 1 opplyBCs 
13550160( 0.18) 98.70 0.14 8323424 238048 col locote 
10835732( 0.14) 98.84 0.11 5704887 l metvecmul 
5845248( 0.08) 98.92 0.06 2495056 2064 moke_C 
5608689( 0.07) 98.99 0.06 4159301 82052 clellnfree 
5107775( 0.0)) 99.06 0.05 3475747 82052 mal loc 
4643169( 0 . 06) 99.12 0.05 3365994 97510 realfree 
3863808( 0 . 05) 99.17 0.04 2559360 2064 make_E 
3369258( 0.04) 99.22 0.03 2373972 76512 smal loc -
3322276( 0.04) 99.26 0 . 03 2422211 82042 _free 
3117596( 0.04) 99.30 0.03 2133092 82042 m11 l loc -
3086010( 0.04) 99.34 0.03 2177742 60402 fgetc_sc 
3071232( 0.04) 99.38 0.03 1865856 2064 make_S 
3035554( 0.04) 99.42 0 . 03 2051050 82042 _free 
3029737( 0.04) 99.46 0.03 1541763 3105 element_dll 
2978352( 0 . 04) 99.50 0.03 899904 2064 make_S 
2778144( 0 . 04) 99.54 0.03 891648 2064 meke_p_q_r 

Table 3.1 : Profile of an ElastoMath calculation 
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Table 3.1 shows some statistica! runtime information of the software. This informa
tion gives the profile of the software. For the most time-consuming functions infor
mation is given fora typical run . 

The software is also checked against finite elements analysis, analytically known 
technica! solutions (e.g . bending , torsion beams, etc .. ), and known analytica! solu
tions. An example of the latter will be given here. 
Consider the displacement field u=(uJ. u1,u3), which is given by 

u1 = -k[t x~ - vx1x2 + H2 + 3v)xÎ - H4 + 3v)x~ ], 

- 1 [ 1 2 1 2 1 (2 ) 2 ] ll 2 -Eï X1-VX 1X2 + ï X2-2 + VX3 , (3.38) 

v(x1 + x2 )x3 
U3 =------ . 

E 

The components Eij of the strain tensor E, as given in equation (2.2) corresponding 
to this displacement field, are given by 

-2(1 + v)x31 
- (1 + v)x3 

-v(x1 + x2 ) 

(1 + v)x2 

-(1 + v)x3 

Figure 3.9: Boundary elements mesh of a sphere with radius 1 around the origin 

Using the constitutive relations of Hooke (2.5), the components crij of the stress 
tensor cr can be written as 
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(3.39) 

lt can easily be verified that the divergence of avanishes. Hence, !here are no ex
ternal volume farces according to the Navier-Cauchy equilibrium equation . 

Consider a spherical elastic solid with radius 1 meter around the origin. The modu
lus of elasticity E and Poisson's ratio vof the elastic material are given by 

E= 2086El 1 [N ! m 2
], 

v = 0.29. 

The boundary surface of the elastic solid is represented by a boundary element 
mesh ;Mof 1200 triangular isoparametric elements, i.e. 

!M= { !!,/, t:/, .. . , .ó.1200 }. 

Consider the case that the sphere is in statie equilibrium under the displacement 
field u in (3.38). Since div(cr)=O, only external traction farces are applied on the 
boundary surface of the sphere. Let P, 15i~l200, be the external traction force on 
the element .ó.i E :M. The traction farces P are calculated analytically by use of the 
stress tensor cr in (3.39) and approximated numerically by the boundary element 
package ElastoMath. The results are denoted by the vectors pi and pi respec
tively. Table (3.2) shows the comparison of the analytica! and numerical results tor 
a subset of ;M (in force unit Newton). 

-5.222E-03 8.467E-04 -8.204E-03 -5.188E-03 8.424E-04 -B.169E-03 

137 -1.689E-02 -9.184E-03 -1 .235E-02 -1 .687E-02 -9.156E-03 -1 .224E-02 

274 -2.084E-02 -1 .018E-02 1.725E-03 -2.080E-02 -1 .024E-02 1.464E-03 

411 -1 .657E-03 2.590E-03 -5.371E-03 -1.739E-03 2.612E-03 -5.465E-03 

548 1.229E-02 1.240E-02 2.941E-03 1.221 E-02 1.232E-02 2.867E-03 

685 5.729E-03 9.330E-03 6.966E-03 5.729E-03 9.27BE-03 6.B72E-03 

822 7.419E-03 6.548E-03 -6.359E-04 7.285E-03 7.092E-03 -6.958E-04 

959 5.048E-04 -1 .288E-03 -1.155E-03 5.166E-04 -1.272E-03 -1.146E-03 

1096 7.159E-04 2.070E-03 -5.424E-03 7.238E-04 2.072E-03 -5.429E-03 
Table 3.4: Numerical error made by ElastoMath lor a subset of M. 

The frequency distribution of the relative error 
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1:;;, i:;;, 1200, 

in the magnitude IPI of the external traction force P on tl; in the approximation by 
ElastoMath is given in graph (3.2). 
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Graph 3.2: Frequency distributlon of the relative error of ElastoMath 
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J 

Figure 3.10: The displacement field u (scaled) applied to the sphere 
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Another way to test the numerical precision of the software is by doing an 'inverse
run'. In the first stage of this test, the boundary elements method is applied to a 
model with mixed (displacements and tractions applied to) boundary conditions. 
Consider the mesh :M with n nodes, given in figure (3.11 ). Let u be a set of p pre
scribed displacement vectors on the nodes. Let t be a set of n-p prescribed trac
tions on the nodes. Now the boundary elements method is applied to this model, 
resulting in all tractions t° and all displacements cf at all n nodes. 
In the second stage of the test, the n-p calculated displacements, and the n calcu
/ated tractions, are applied to the same mesh :M. This results in a set of 1

1 calcu
lated tractions and d1 calculated displacements. The relative differences (t0-t1)1t°,,,"'" 
and (cf-d1)/cf max are a measure for the numerical errors made by the software, and 
are given in figure (3.2). 

5.00E·09 

·1.00E-09 

>< 
Cl ,00(41 

8 UIOE-07 

~ 2.-.01 

""'" 1.CIOE:.01 

;6, OJ)OE•OO = ·IOCIE-'17 
-2.ooE-DJ 

-3.00E-07 

numerical displacement error 

node label 

Figure 3.11: Mesh lor an 'inverse-run' test and the numerical errors made by ElastoMath 

For software packages of this size and complexity, it is very hard to prove whether 
they contain errors or not. The only way to test matters is by performing numerous 
checks of all kinds to gain 'trust' in the software. lt seems to us that the errors made 
by the software are a result of the discretisation of the geometry and the finite pre
cision of the computer, and that all the algorithms used are correct. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Contact force distribution 

4.1 lntroduction 

When a number of bodies touch each other as a result of applied forces or dis
placements, without becoming permanently attached to each other, these bodies 
are said to be in contact (Johnson (5]) . Contacts are widespread in engineering 
practices, and an enormous amount of research has been done on these. Stress 
concentrations often occur in the contact regions of the bodies under consideration, 
so the contact can be very important tor the overall product quality. Accurate 
analysis of the contact leads to a better description of the state of stress of the 
product and in that way is directly related to the quality and usability of the product. 
One of the problems that arises while doing contact analysis, is that the region of 
contact is very small in most cases compared to the typical dimensions of the bod
ies involved, but that the influence of the contact to the overall solution is very 
large. This problem has major consequences tor the analysis method to be used. 
Several analysis methods have been developed. 
For the most frequent contact situations, very accurate analytica! formulations exist 
to calculate pressure distributions, stresses and displacements. These methods are 
well known and have proven their accuracy. A big disadvantage however, is that 
these methods are often based on a very simple geometry like infinite halfplanes or 
spheres and that the material models used are very simple. These methods are 
referred to as analytica/ methods. 
In recent years, a second class of methods, called the numerical methods, has 
been developed. These methods, like the finite elements method and the boundary 
elements method, are much more suitable for problems with complex kinds of ge
ometry and material properties. The major drawback of these methods is that they 
are approximate methods. Their results are rather poor compared to the accuracy 
obtained using the analytica! methods. The high stress gradients in the contact 
zones demand very fine meshes, while the remaining geometry does not need 
these fine meshes, so the numerical models are difficult to create. The user needs 
to be very experienced in using these methods to be able to obtain results with any 
practical value. 
So often the choice has to be made whether to use an analytica! formulation or a 
numerical method to solve the problem, i.e. either approximating the geometry at 
the outset and !hen developing a more sophisticated solution to the idealisation, or 
to attempt to calculate a less accurate numerical solution to the exact problem. 
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A third method that is used to solve contact problems is a mixed analyti
cal/numerical method. Such a method uses the accuracy of the analytica! formula
tions in the contact zone and the generality of a numerical solution for the overall 
geometry to be analysed. 
Such a mixed analytical/numerical method will be used to calculate the stresses in 
the crowngear transmission. 
The numerical method used is the boundary elements method described in chapter 
3, combined with a contact formulation to be presented in this chapter. With these 
numerical calculations, two kinds of results are obtained (in chapter 5). First, the 
stresses in the crowngear and pinion are calculated. These stresses will be called 
the globa/ stresses. Second, the force distribution over the contact curve between 
the crowngear and pinion is calculated. This force distribution is used for a more 
accurate description of the stresses in the contact zone using an analytica! tech
nique. The stresses calculated using this analytica! method will be referred to as 
the /oca/ stresses, and will be discussed in chapter 6. 
The use of the boundary elements method instead of the finite elements method tor 
the calculation of the stresses and contact force distribution for this particular 
problem has several reasons. In the first place, the analysis is a three-dimensional 
analysis with a large number of degrees of freedom. A practical finite elements 
analysis with sufficient accuracy is very complex to perform. Second, the calculated 
force distribution is more accurate if il is obtained using the boundary elements 
method, because the surface tractions are calculated directly and with the same 
degree of accuracy as the displacements. Finally, the use of special contact ele
ments is not required while using the boundary elements method. 

4.2 General contact 

When a number of bodies touch each other as a result of applied farces or dis
placements, these bodies are said to be in contact. The parts of the surfaces of the 
bodies which are in contact, are called the contact surfaces. Farces are transmitted 
across these surfaces by means of normal compressive stresses and tangential or 
shear stresses. The initial state of contact, i.e. the parts of the bodies which are 
touching in the reference (undeformed) configuration is determined by the unde
formed geometry of the bodies. The application of boundary conditions will change 
this state of the contact to the state belonging to the current (deformed) configura
tion. 
Contacts can be classified in several ways. When !here is only a stress component 
on the contact surface in the normal direction, and all stresses are zero in the tan
gential directions, the contact is called frictionless. The displacements in the tan
gential direction are not restrained, bul penetration of the bodies is impossible. A 
contact is called frictional when the stresses in tangential directions do not equal 
zero. These contacts occur for example by adhesive or sliding contacts and when 
!here is interfacial friction due to different moduli of elasticity of the bodies. 
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Another classification can be made using the difference between the states of the 
contact between the reference and the current configuration (Karami (7]): 

Advancing or incomplete contact: This kind of contact is characterised by an 
increase in the size of the contact area when the applied forces are increased. 
An example of this contact is a sphere that is pressed against a halfplane. The 
pressure distribution of these kinds of contacts theoretically decreases to zero 
towards the edges of the contact. 
Stationary contact: The contact area does not change when the boundary 
conditions are changed. An example of this contact is a block pressed against a 
half plane. An increase in the force on the block will not result in a change of the 
contact area. The pressure distribution on these contacts is theoretically singular 
at the edges of the contact. 
Receding contact: The size of the contact area decreases when the force ap
plied increases. An example is a thin disk on a halfplane, which is pressed to the 
plane by a centred point force. 

4.3 Compatibility equations 

Consider two linear elastostatic homogeneous isotropic bodies Il (1 :; k :; 2). Both 
bodies are contraform shaped. In the reference (undeformed) configuration, these 
bodies occupy a region v" in space. The surtaces of these bodies are denoted with 
1'. and the unit outward normal vectors on 1' are denoted with nk. 

In the reference (undeformed) configuration, these bodies are just touching in one 
point (figure 4.1 a). When restraints are applied to these bodies in such a way that 
the bodies are approaching, the contact point will turn into a contact surtace with 
area A1 =A=A2

• A further approach of the bodies will result in an increase of this 
contact area (figure 4.1 b) . 
When the width of the contact surtace is very small in relation to the length of the 
surtace, the contact is referred to as line contact. On the contact surtaces, a pres
sure distribution l will arise as a result of the applied boundary conditions. In figure 
4.1 c. this pressure distribution is depicted for one of the bodies. 

The points on the contact surtaces neither have prescribed displacements or trac
tions. lnstead of that, relationships have to be satisfied which result in a coupling 
between the displacement and traction components of the corresponding contact 
points. These relations are referred to as the compatibility relations of the contact 
and are described by: 

1. The tractions per unit area on the contact surtaces of the bodies have to be 
equal and pointing in the opposite directions (Newton's third law) . 

2. Continuity of the displacement components in the normal direction on the con
tact surtaces of the bodies (the bodies cannot interpenetrate each other, the 
normal relativa displacements are zero). 
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Figure 4. 1: A) Point contact in the relerence conliguration. B) Contact surface in the current con
liguration as result of applied restraints. C) line contact with pressure distribution. 

Consider the points/ i=J,2, on the bodies Bi, i=l,2. The traction forces per unit 
area in these points in the current (deformed) geometry are denoted by i and ui. 

The unit outward normal in the point/ is written as ni. All components of the above
mentioned vectors are given relative to the global Cartesian system of coordinates. 

Consider the points / and x2. In the deformed configuration these points are in 
contact. In this contact situation, the normal vectors n1 and n2 on both bodies satisfy 
the relation n1 =-n2

. For the points / and x2 we now introduce a local, right-handed 
orthonormal coordinate system {n1

, m2
, m1

}. Note that the vectors m2 and m1 are 
vectors in the common tangential plane in the contact points. The components a1, 

a2, a1 of a vector a, given with respect to the global Cartesian system of coordi
nates, and tlie components d1, d2, d1 given relative to the local system of coordiates, 
satisfy the transformation formula: 

[] ['] [' 
a, a1 n, 

a1 = T ~1 , where T = n~ 
a l al nl 

(4.1) 

Now we can write the compatibility relations tor the contact points/ and x2 as: 

ti' = -1;, 
., •2 
U1 = u1 , 

on the contact suiface, 

on the contact suiface, 

Equations (4.2) are referred to as the compatibility equations of the contact. 

(4.2) 
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Now a number of assumptions wil( be made for the remainder of this chapter: 
• The material behaves linearly elastically. lt is homogeneous and isotropic, i.e. 

the material behaviour is the same in every point and in every direction in the 
body. 

• The stress strain relationship is linear and is described with Hooke's constitutive 
relationship. The material behaviour is entirely described by the two parameters 
E (Young's modulus) and v (Poisson's ratio). 

• All displacements are small relativa to the geometry of the bodies, the problem is 
seen as geometrically linear. 

• lnertial forces and ether volume forces are neglected, !here is a statie equilib
rium. 

• The contact is a line contact, i.e. the width of the contact is very small compared 
to the length. 

• The contact is frictionless, i.e. all stresses in the contact area are compressive 
stresses. Stresses in the tangential directions are assumed to be zero. This 
conforms to a well lubricated contact. 

• The displacements in the normal direction are large compared to the displace
ments in the tangential direction. The surfaces have limited free sliding relative 
to each ether. 

Using the latter two assumptions, the compatibility equations (4.2) can be trans
formed into: 

Î1
1 + ~2 

= 0 • 1: ~ 0 , 

Î~ = 0 , 

Î; = 0, 

Î{ = 0 . 
'2 
13 = 0, 

û: -Û\
2 

= 0' 

4.4 Contact analysis using the boundary elements method 

(4.3) 

Consider the two boundary element meshes :M' and :M1
, representing the two bod-

. ies B1 and B1
. The nodes of the meshes that have coinciding positions in the refer

ence configuration are referred to as the contact nodes. These nodes are denoted 
with N*""v, where k (1 :; k :; 2), is the label of the mesh which pertains the contact 
node, u represents the label of the node in mesh k, and v represents the label of the 
corresponding contact node on the ether mesh. The number of contact nodes on 
both meshes is the same and is denoted by M*. The nodes of mesh '1vf" that are not 
contact nodes are denoted by N"', where k (1 5 k 5 2) is the label of the mesh that 
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contains the node, and u is the node label. The total number of nodes in mesh k is 
denoted by Al. 

B' 

Figure 4. 2: Two solid bodies in line contact 

Using these notations, we can write the boundary integral equations (3.38) for bath 
bodies as: 

l J:.'" ) l u.'" ) [C']- ' = [E ' ] · ' 
r •luv • ]uv 

J i U; 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

in which the matrices C' and !!' are {3M' x 3M'J matrices, as given in equation 
(3.35) . The systems (4.4) and (4.5) can be merged into one large system of equa
tions with dimensions {3(tv/ +M ) x J(tvl +M)j: 

(4.6) 

or graphically depicted: 
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3M' 3M' 

3M' 

3M 

3M 

3M' 

The system (4.6) gives a set of (3M +3M) simultaneous linear equations with 
2(3M + 3M) unknowns. For each node of both meshes which is not a contact node, 
either the traction components or the displacement components are given in the 
boundary conditions. This results in 3{!vl-M)+3{Jvl-M) knowns. 

From the compatibility equations (4.3) it fellows that for a contact node pair u, v, 
where node u is a contact node from mesh !vl, and node v is the corresponding 
contact node of mesh Ivf , we can write: 

Î
1
•1uv "' •2w 

= -tl 
" •Ju 
t2 =0 
·•1 
t3 =0 

"'•2w 
tl =-Îi•l rw 
"" • 2u 
t2 =0 
·21 
13 =0 

These compatibility equations give an additional 6M knowns for the system (4.6). 
The total number of knowns in the system !hen becomes 3{!vl-M)+3{Jvl-M)+6M = 

3(!vl +tvl}, which matches the number of unknowns in the system. 

The system of equations (4.6) can be transformed into a system of the form Ax=b , 

which can be solved using the methods described in paragraph 3.5. An algorithm 
that applies to the contact conditions is implemented in the boundary elements 
software. The resulting system of equations can be solved , giving the tractions or 
displacements in the global system of equations for the nodes that are not contact 
nodes and giving the tractions and displacements in the local system of coordinates 
for the contact nodes. The latter can be transformed back to the global system of 
coordinates using equation (4.1 ). 

Care must be taken when the tractions that are calculated are pointing in the wrong 
direction, i.e. the tractions do not result in compressive stresses. This means that 
!here are contact points in the reference configuration which are not contact points 
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in the current configuration. When this occurs, the nodes in question have to be 
removed from the list of contact nodes and the analysis has to be done again. 

4.5 Contact force distribution 

Consider the element !:!.h with nodes tl', tl2 and tl1
• The traction forces and dis

placements in the current configuration are denoted by uh', uh
2

, uh
1

, and/', 12
• 11 

respectively. The resulting force F' on element !:!.h can be calculated from the trac
tions on the nodes of the elements and is given by: 

(4.7) 

Now consider the set :M* of all elements that have at least one node which is a 
contact node. The total transferred force F* through the contact is given by the sum 
of the resulting forces on all elements in :M*, i.e. 

(4.8) 

The elements of the set M* can be divided in two types: the elements that have two 
of !heir nodes on the element; these elements will be referred to as edge ele
ments, and elements that have only one node as a contact node, which will be re
ferred to as vertex elements (see figure 4.4) . 

contact curve 

Figure 4.4: The set 'M* with edge and vertex elements 

• edge element 

~ vertex element 

Now the contact force distribution is constructed by assigning a resultant force to 
each interval between two neighbouring contact nodes. This is done by summing 
the element forces applicable to the interval under consideration. For edge ele-
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ments, the entire force is summed to the force on the interval. For vertex elements, 
the contribution is only half the elemental force. lf, however, one of the nodes in the 
interval under consideration is an end node on the contact curve, the contribution of 
the force on the vertex elements connected to the end node is counted fully (Figure 
4.5). 

~ total contribution of the resulting element force 

• partial contributlon (50%)of the resulting element force 

Figure 4.5: The contribution of the resulting elemental force for the elements which take part in the 
contact. 

In this way the resulting force on the interval between the two contact nodes under 
consideration can be calculated. This is the force transferred between the two 
bodies in that interval. Considering this force for each interval along the contact 
curve gives the force distribution over the contact. Furthermore, the displacements 
and stresses in the entire geometry are calculated as a result of the boundary ele
ments method. Il should be noted that the accuracy of the stresses near the con
tact is not very good as a result of the rather coarse discretisation of this region. A 
more accurate analytica! formulation will be presented in chapter 6 for the calcula
tion of the stresses in this region. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Global deformations and stresses 

5.1 lntroduction 

The crowngear transmission (figure 5.1) is a gear transmission for high mechanica! 
power transfer between non-parallel rotating axes. The basic transmission consists 
of two mating, but differently shaped gears. One of the gears, called the pinion, is a 
standard cylindrical gear. The geometry of the other gaar, called the crowngear, is 
determined by the shape of the pinion and the relative positions of the axes of rota
tion. The transmission ratios that can be achieved with this kind of transmission 
vary from approximately one to infinity. 

pin ion crowngear 

l 1 

Figure 5.1: Crowngear transmission geometry 

In earlier research, the analytica! formulation of the mathematically perfect 
crowngear was derived (Overdijk [11], Striezenou [17]). After that, research has 
been done resulting in the ability to manufacture the crowngear for crossing axes in 
a commercially acceptable way using sophisticated milling techniques (Overdijk, 
Crowngear B.V.). 
In order to make the crowngear transmission a commercially available product, fail
ure analysis has to be developed to allow manufacturers to incorporate the trans
mission in !heir designs. The stresses occurring in the transmission are a dominant 
factor in this failure analysis. 

To calculate the stresses in the crowngear transmission, a two-stage method is 
applied (figure 5.2). In the first stage, the crowngear and pinion geometries are dis-
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cretised and the stresses and displacements resulting trom the applied load are 
calculated. The stresses from this analysis are referred to as the global stresses. 
They are calculated using the boundary elements method. At this stage the contact 
between the gears is modelled as a line contact, as described in the previous 
chapter. From this analysis the contact force distribution along the contact cuNes is 
calculated. 
In the second stage an analytica! method is used to obtain the contact stresses oc
curring in the contact zone between the crowngear and pinion. These stresses are 
referred to as the /oca/ stresses. The contact force distribution trom the first stage is 
used as a boundary condition for this solution. 
Finally, the stresses calculated in both stages are combined to give the entire state 
of stress in the gears. 

Chapter 5 Chapter 6 

Cha ter 7 

total stresses 
J 

stage 1 stage 2 

Figure 5.2: Calculation of the stresses In the crowngear transmisslon 

In this chapter the stress and strain behaviour of the geometrically exact crowngear 
transmission du ring a meshing period will be analysed (stage 1 ). Because of the 
complex geometry and the nature of the stress and strain fields in the transmission, 
derivation of analytica! solutions with sufficient accuracy is not possible. A numeri
cal technique is necessary to perform this analysis. The technique used is the 
boundary elements method described in chapter 3. The reason for the use of the 
boundary elements method is its superior way of handling large calculations and its 
accuracy. Only the surface of the transmission has to be modelled, so less data are 
involved compared to the equally accurate finite elements analyses. In paragraph 
5.2, the geometry of the crowngear transmission will be presented as described by 
Overdijk [11, 12]. The mathematica! descriptions of the pinion, the crowngear and 
the contact between both gears will be discussed. In paragraph 5.3. the analysis 
model will be described. The surfaces of the gears will be discretised in boundary 
elements, and the analysis will be performed using the contact theory described in 
the previous chapter. In the paragraphs 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, the results of the analysis 
will be presented. 
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5.2 Geometry 

Consider the crowngear transmission displayed in figure 5.1. This transmission 
consists of two gears; a standard cylindrical gear (the pinion) and the crowngear. 
We now define a global Cartesian system of coordinates that is fixed in space. The 
origin of this system is defined as the intersection point of the rotation axes of the 
pinion and the crowngear. The x-axis of the coordinate system corresponds to the 
pinion rotation axis. lts positive direction is defined as the direction of the angular 
velocity vector Oi 1 of the pinion. The z-axis of the coordinate system corresponds to 
the crowngear rotation axis. The positive direction of the z-axis is defined as the di
rection of the angular velocity vector Oi 2 of the crowngear. The number of teeth on 
the pinion is z 1, the number of teeth on the crowngear is z2• The transmission ratio 
U is defined as: 

(5 .1) 

and we have: z/z1=U. 

5.2.1 Pinion geometry 

The pinion geometry is defined as a standard cylindrical gear, as described in NEN 
1630 and the related norms. In table 5.1, the parameters describing the geometry 
are given. In table 5.2, the relations between different parameters are given and 
new related parameters are introduced. The preferred values for the normal mo
dule m (units mm), according to NEN 1630, are given in table 5.3. 

parameter symbol normalised units 

module m NEN 1630 [mm] 

number of teeth Z1 not normalised [-] 

nominal pressure angle a0 =20 NEN 1629 (degrees] 

addendum modification coetficient x = l.25 NEN 1629 [-] 

addendum h0 = l.25m NEN 1629 [mm] 

tooth width b not normalised (mm] 

distance trom pinion to z-axis c not normalised [mm] 

Table 5.1 : Cylindrical gear geometry parameters 

parameter symbol relation 

pitch radius r = mz1 / 2 

base radius rh = mz1 cos(a0) I 2 

tip radius ra = m(z1 / 2 + x +ha ) 

max. pressure angle on the pinion <l1max = arccos(rb / ra) 

tooth thickth ang Ie cr 21t Ik . 
= - - - - 2mv(a 1mox ) , 

z, ra 
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min. pressure angle on the pinion al min lz1sin
2

(a0)+2x-2h l arctan a (not undercutted) z
1 
sin(a

0
)cos(a0) 

max pressure angle amax = are cos( Urb I ( c + b)) 

min. pressure angle amin = arccos( Urb / c) 

Table 5.2: geometry relations valid tor the cylinder gear. 

1 Il 1 Il 1 Il 1 Il 
0.1 0.11 0.5 0.55 2.5 2.75 12 14 
0.12 0.14 0.6 0.7 3 3.5 16 18 
0.16 0.18 0.8 0.9 4 4.5 20 22 
0.2 0.22 1 1.125 5 5.5 25 28 
0.25 0.28 1.25 1.375 6 7 32 36 
0.3 0.35 1.5 1.75 8 9 40 45 
0.4 0.45 2 2.25 10 22 50 

Table 5.3: Preferred values lor the module m (units mm) accordlng to NEN 1630 The columns 1 gtve 
the preferred values, The columns Il give extra allowed values. 

The pinion flank that corresponds to the involute AB in figure 5.3, has the following 
parametric description: 

x = Urb / cos(a), 

sin(inv(a 1 )) 
y = -rb , 

cos(a 1 ) 

cos(inv( a 1 )) 
z = - rb , 

cos(a. 1 ) 

with: 

O < amin s a. s a.= < re/ 2, 

0 < 0'.1 m'n s 0'.1 s a. l ""'"' < re/ 2. 

The involute corresponding to the involute PQ in figure 5.3 is given by: 

x = Urb 1 cos(a), 

sin(inv(a 1)+a) 
y=rb , 

cos(a 1 ) 

cos(inv(a 1)+a) 
z = -rb . 

cos(a 1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
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z 

y 

r. 

. . . . .... .. · · · 

Figure 5.3: Cross sectlon of the plnion in the plane perpendicular to the plnion axis 

5.2.2 Crowngear geometry 

Using the theory described by Overdijk [11 , 12], the parametric description of the 
crowngear flank can be derived. The flank corresponding to the involute AB of the 
pinion (see figure 5.2), is given by: 

x = Urb cos(\jl - k<j>) , 
cos( a) cos( \jl) 

( ' sin(\j/-k<j>) 
y = 1rb 

cos( a) cos( \jl) ' 

cos(a 1 - a) 
z = -rb , 

cos(a 1 ) 

with: 

<1> = <j>(a,a 1 ) = tan(a 1 )- a, 

\jl = \j/(a, a 1 ) = arctan(k cos 2 (a){tan(a 1 )- tan(a)}) 

(5.4) 

The crowngear flank corresponding to the involute PQ in figure 5.3 of the pinion 
flank is given by the parametric description: 
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Figure 5.4: Computer generated cylinder gear geometry 

x = Urb cos( Ijl + k~) 
cos( a) cos( Ijl) 

_ - l l. sin( Ijl + k~) 
Y - rb , 

cos( a) cos( Ijl) 

cos(a 1 - a) 
z = - rb 

cos(a 1 ) , 

with : 

~ = ~( a, a 1 ) = -4>( a , a 1 ) - a = a - tan( a 1 ) - a, 

Ijl = 1j1(a,a 1 ) = arctan(kcos2 (a){tan(a 1 )- tan(a)}). 

1 

(5.5) 

The surfaces that describe the crowngear and pinion flanks are both given as a 
parametric description with parameters a and a 1, so that the points P(a,a1) on the 
pinion flank and Q(a,a1) on the crowngear flank coincide in a contact point for the 
corresponding pinion rotation <j>. · 

The boundaries of a and a 1 on the pinion are given by: 

0 < a mLn s a s amox s 1C / 2 

Ü < a 1mu, s a 1 s a 1"""' s rc/2 
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lt is not possible, however, to physically construct a crowngear tor which all possi
ble points P(a,a.1) on the pinion flank are mapped to points Q(a,a.1) on the 
crowngear flank. This results in different values for the boundaries of a. and a 1 tor 
the crowngear flank. 

Consider the point P(a..a.1). a.min ~ a s ama.r' CX1min SCX1 SCX1mox on the parametric sur
face defining the crowngear flank. This point is only a part of the actual crowngear 
flank if the following conditions are satisfied: 

condition 1: 2\jl-2kqi>k(a+a'), a ':2 o. 
This is called the 'overcutting condition' . When a'=O, this condition 
gives the intersection of the lef!- and right-hand side flanks of the 
crowngear. Points beyond this intersection cannot be constructed in a 
practical situation, so they are no part of the actual crowngear flank. 
The parameter a' gives a certain safety thickth and guarantees no 
sharp connection between the lelt- and rightside crowngear flanks, 
which is difficult to construct. 

condition 2: P(a,a.1)=min(P(a*,a*1)) 

for {a.*,a.*, : CXm;n5a* Sam= CX1min 5a*, 5CX1moxl 

This condition is cal led the 'undercutting condition' . The physical in
terpretation can be given trom the tact that the pinion tip cuts pieces 
trom the crowngear flank, so these points cannot take part of the ac
tual crowngear flank. 

condition 3: The y-value of the points on the crowngear should be bounded in 
such a way the contact between the dedendum of the pinion and the 
addendum of the crowngear is prevented. 

Fgure 5.5: Computer generated model of the crowngear geometry 
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5.2.3 Contact curves on the crowngear and pinion 

Consider the points on the pinion flank (5.2) tor which tan(a.1)-a. is a constant <j>. 
These points are in simultaneous contact with the points on the crowngear lor a 
given pinion rotation <1> and a corresponding crowngear rotation kq>. The curve C(<J>) 
is called the contact curve on the pinion fora pinion rotation <1> and consists of all 
points tor which tan(a.1)-a.=<j>. The p_arametric description of the C(<J>) is given by 
(substitute tan(a.1)-a. in (5.2)): 

u 
x= rb 

cos(a.) 

y= -rb 
sin(a. + <1>- arctan(a. + <j>)) 

(5 .6) 
cos(arctan(a. + <1> )) 

z= -rb 
cos(a. + <1> - arctan(a. + <j>)) 

cos(arctan(a. + <j>)) 

The contact curves on the crowngear can be derived by substitution of tan(a.1)-a.=<j> 
in the parametric description of the crowngear flank (5.4) and is given in parametric 
description by: 

x= Urb 
cos( \jl - kit>) 

cos( a.) cos( \jl) 

y= Urb 
sin( \jl - kit>) 

(5.7) 
cos( a.) cos( \jl) 

z= -rb 
cos(arctan(<j> + a.)- a.) 

cos( arctan( <1> + a.)) 

where 

\jl = arctan(k cos 2 (a.)) 

The parametric descriptions (5.6) and (5.7) give the contact curves on the theoreti
ca! crowngear and pinion flanks. As described in the previous paragraph, the active 
parts of the flanks are smaller as a result of the clippings by various causes. Only 
those points of the contact curves that are part of the active flanks, are actual con
tact points. In figure 5.6, the active flanks are given in the a., a. 1 plane tor some dis
crete values of the pinion rotation <j>. 
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During a meshing period, more than one tooth of the crowngear and pinion is in 
contact. The total length of contact is an important parameter tor the normalisation 
of the force distribution. In figure 5.7, the total length of contact and the length of 
contact tor single teeth are depicted against the pinion rotation <1>-

When the tooth width h is varied, the length of contact changes too. In figure 5.8 
the total length of contact is depicted tor different values of h, as a function of the 
pinion rotation <1>- lt can be seen that increasing the tooth width only increases the 
maximum length during a meshing period. The minimal contact length increases to 
a finite value, further increases of the tooth width h do not result in an increased 
minimal length of contact. 

0.70 

0.60 

alpha 1 

0.50 

0.40 

0.30 

Contact curves in the alpha alpha1 plane 

0.20 ~------~---------'-------___, 
0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 

alpha 

Figure 5.6: The active contact curves in the ex cx 1 plane for some pinion rotations <)>. 
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Figure 5. 7: Contact lengths against the pinion rotatlon. 
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5.3 Numerical analysis 

The global deformations and stresses in the crowngear and pinion, together with 
the contact force distribution, will be calculated in this paragraph. For this purpose 
the boundary elements method, as described in the previous paragraphs, will be 
used. For the boundary elements method, standard procedures to maintain analy
sis quality are not yet available. For the finite elements method however, forma! 
procedures exist, which are adopted in standards such as ISO 9001, 9000-3, 
(NAFEMS) TicklT and AQAP1 . Because of the many similarities between the boun
dary elements method and the finite elements method, a simple subset of these 
procedures is used, wherever applicable to the boundary elements method. 

The first stage of the analysis is the modelling stage. In this stage, the crowngear 
and pinion will be modelled and assumptions will be made, so that the resulting 
model is suited to be solved using the boundary elements method. The largest er
rors in the analysis are likely to be made during this stage. The analysis never will 
be more accurate than the model derived. 

The second stage is the discretisation of the geometry. The surface of the body is 
covered with boundary elements. The density of this mesh and the shapes of the 
individual elements influence the accuracy of the solution . These errors can be in
vestigated by multiple runs of the same model, but with different densities of the 
mesh. Another test is checking the mesh using the analytica! verification method 
described in paragraph 3.7. lnvestigation of the elemental distortions from the ideal
ised shape also gives an indication of the accuracy. 
In the third stage the discretisation of the boundary conditions is performed. Multi
ple runs of the same model and the analytica! solution from paragraph 3.7 can be 
used again. Extra tests that can be performed are the checking of the calculated 
force and moment equilibrium. 

5.3.1 Analysis model 

Consider the crowngear transmission depicted in figure 5.1. The mathematica! de
scription of the crowngear and pinion flanks are given in equations (5.4), (5.5) and 
(5.2), (5.3), respectively. Using the active parts of the flanks and considering the 
production method to be used, il is possible to create the geometry of the entire 
crowngear and pinion in such a way that this geometry represents a physically pro
ducable transmission. The parameters used to define the geometry are given in 
table 5.4. Geometry not defined by these parameters is chosen quite arbitrarily. 
There are no standards for this geometry yet, and the product application of the 
transmission has much influence on the construction of this geometry. 
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parameter symbol units pinion crowngear 

module m mm 

nr. of teeth z1, Z2 

transmission ratio u 
nomina! pressure angle CXo deg 

minimal pressure angle CX1min deg 

maxima! pressure angle CX 1max deg 

toothwidth b mm 

addendum ha 
distance trom tooth to x-axis c mm 

Table 5.4: Geometry parameters of the analysis model 

The transmission is loaded with a prescribed angular rotation d<J>, applied to the 
pinion axis. The crowngear axis is totally encastered, i.e. translation and rotations 
are prohibited on the crowngear axis. The load case is depicted in lig ure 5.9. 

z 

x d<)> 

Figure 5.9: Load case of the transmisslon 

For this situation, the global stresses and deformations, together with the contact 
force distribution, wilt be calculated. In order to reduce the size of the numerical 
model, only three teeth of the pinion and three teeth of the crowngear wil! be con
sidered in this model. No more than three teeth wil! be in simultaneous contact. The 
modified geometry is given in figure 5.10. 

5.3.2 Geometry discretisation 

The geometry of the crowngear and pinion is discretised in triangular surface ele
ments for a discrete number i, (1 :; i :; 10),ot pinion rotations <Pi . In the next table, 
these discrete values for <Pi are given: 

i $'[rad) 

1 -0.261 

2 -0.209 

3 -0.157 
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4 -0.105 

5 -0.052 

6 0 

7 0.052 

8 0.105 

9 0.157 

10 0.209 

Flgure 5.10: The crowngear and plnion geometry used tor the analysis 

They correspond to one meshing period of one tooth, i.e. for every meshing period, 
ten discrete values of the pinion rotation <I> are used to calculate the global stresses 
and displacements. For each of these values <(>, a discretisation of the geometry is 
made in so that il can be handled by the contact algorithm in the boundary ele-
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ments method software. In figure 5.11, such a discretisation is depicted for the 
crowngear. In 5.12 the corresponding pinion mesh is displayed. Figure 5.13 gives 
the entire mesh and figure 5.14 gives all ten crowngear meshes relative to a pinion 
mesh. 

Figure 5.11: Mesh of the crowngear geometry 

Figure 5.12: Mesh of the pinion geometry 
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Figure 5.13: Contact situation of the discretised geometry. 

Figure 5.14: Crowngear meshes relative to a pinion mesh 
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5.3.3 Boundary conditions 

On the nodes of the discretised geometry, boundary conditions have to be applied. 
In paragraph 5.3, the analysis model is described in which the crowngear axis was 
encastered and the pinion axis had a prescribed rotational angle d<j> . Because only 
a partial transmission geometry is discretised on the planes that cut the discretised 
geometry from the analysis model, extra boundary conditions have to be in
troduced. These boundary conditions are defined in such a way that the parts of 
the geometry which are not modeled, conform to the rigid body motions of the 
crowngear and pinion. 

In figure 5.15, the boundary conditions are displayed lor the crowngear and pinion . 

ml : encastered 

Figure 5.15: Boundary condltlons on the crowngear and pinion 

lt should be noted that especially lor the crowngear, many constructions are possi
ble to drive this gear. All these construction types will generally lead to another set 
of boundary conditions. 
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Analysis results 

Some typical data of the boundary elements runs are given by: 

i=1 i=2 i:::3 i=4 i=5 i=6 i=7 i=8 i=9 i=10 
nr. nodes pinion 1779 1779 1779 1779 1779 1779 1779 1779 1779 1779 

nr. els. pinion 3554 3554 3554 3554 3554 3554 3554 3554 3554 3554 

nr. nodes 582 801 543 537 529 652 751 713 709 699 

crowngear 

nr. els. crowngear 1160 1598 1082 1070 1054 1300 1498 1417 1414 1394 

d.o.f.s 7083 7740 6966 6948 6924 7293 7590 7476 7464 7434 

resulting force 

errors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

warnings 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

running time 4:39 5:32 4:27 4:24 4:21 5:02 5:20 5:01 5:01 4:56 

In Appendix 2, verification sheets according to NAFEMS are given for one of the 
runs. For all runs this information is given in Peerdeman (15]. 
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5.4 Global deformations 

The global deformations and stresses calculated using the boundary elements 
method give a numerical approximation of the global deformed state of the 
crowngear and pinion . For a number of discrete pinion rotations <J>, these stresses 
and displacements are calculated. Because of the large number of analysis cases 
performed, only some example plots will be depicted in this paragraph. A full de
scription and all plots can be found in Peerdeman [15]. 

In figure 5.16, a qualitative view is given trom the deformed state of the crowngear. 
Contours of equal displacements are plotted on this deformed state,. These con
tours are created using a linear interpolation between the displacements at the 
nodes. A more accurate plot can be made using the boundary integral equation 
(3.8) to calculate these displacements. However this is not necessary in this case 
because for the failure calculations, the deformations are of little importance. 

~
r~~~!~f~C~:sr MÁ~T~t~~ chpoc +-00 .. 
~s~[",i'.c 0M~Nt · HX HliJ: o.ho • 
RAME Of REF: PAR ' 

."":.· 

El astd'lath BEM resu 1 ts 

Figure 5.16: Contours of equal displacements on the crowngear lor a typical analysis case 
(qualitative view) 

In figure 5.17, these contours are depicted for the pinion . Figure 5.18 shows a plot 
of the magnitude of the displacement vectors in the contact nodes on the 
crowngear along both contact curves which are in sirnultaneous contact. 
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Figure 5.17: Contours of equal displacements on the pinlon tor a typical analysis case (qualitative 
view) 
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Figure 5. 18: Magnitude of the displacement vector of the contact nodes on the crowngear 

5.5 Contact force distribution 

The traction forces are directly related to the contact force distribution by the ele
mental area and the vertex/edge element types. In figure 5.19, the calculated trac
tion forces transferred from the crowngear to the pinion are displayed lor a typical 
pinion rotation <jl. Il should be noted that these traction farces are the forces tor a 
small pinion rotation d<j> superimposed onto the pinion rotation <jl. Hence, the trac-
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tion farces should be linearly scaled to meet the required moment necessary tor the 
failure calulations, which are moment-dependent instead of angle dependent. 

Figure 5.19: Traction force over the contact tor a pinion rotation <P 
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Figure 5.20: Graph of the traction force distributlon over the contact tor a pinion rotation <Jl. 

In figure 5.20, a graph is plotted that gives the calculated traction farces along the 
contact curve for a pinion rotation <j>. Because of the rather coarse mesh at the 
ends of the contact curves, the tractions are not very accurate in these points. A 
higher mesh density increases the accuracy. These end inaccuracies depend on 
the radii at the end of the gears, as described earlier. 
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X-coordinate 

Figure 5.21 : Contact force dlstribution, normalized to a constant applied moment on the pinion axis, 
over the contact as function of the pinion rotatlon and the x-coordinate. 
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The contact force distribution tor a constant applied moment at the pinion axis can 
be calculated using the method described in Chapter 4, supplemented with the 
distances of the contact points to the pinion axis. The forces have to be linearly 
scaled lor each contact situation to meet the required moment. In figure 5.21, this 
contact force distribution is depicted. 

5.6 Global stresses 

Consider the element fl. as depicted in figure 5.22. The nodes of this element are 
denoted with N1

, N2 and tl, with position vectors that are given with respect to the 
global cartesian system of coordinates by x;', x/ respectively x/. The element unit 
normal vector is denoted with n.The coordinates z; of the center of gravity z of fl. are 
given by: 

1 3 

z = -z>j 
1 3 j = l 1 

(5.8) 

N' N' 

Figure 5.22: Element properties lor the stress calculatlon 

The components w; 1 of the vector trom z to N1
, denoted by w 1

, are given by 

w 1 =-~(2x .1 -x2 -x 3
) 

1 3 l 1 1 
(5.9) 

The length of w' is denoted with a'. The components w/ of the vector trom z to N2
, 

denoted by w2
, are given by 

(5 .10) 
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We now introduce a local system of coordinates defined by three orthonormal basis 
vectors v1

, v2 and v3
, with origin in z. These vectors are given by: 

1 l 1 v = · - w 
a 1 

v 2 = n x v 1 

v 3 = n 

(5.11) 

The nodal displacements u/, u/, u/ and nodal tractions t/, t/ , t;3, relative to the 
global system of coordinates, corresponding to the nodes N1

, N2 respectively N', 
can be written in the local system of coordinates {v1

, v2, v3
} as: 

û{ = uf v! 
t/ =t/ v~ 

(5.12) 

The vector w2 can be expressed in this local system of coordinates as: 

(5 .13) 

Let Uu be the (unknown) displacement gradient matrix in the point z, relative to the 
local system of coordinates. We can write: 

(5.14) 

From which the first column U;1 of the displacement gradient matrix Uu can be cal
culated to be: 

(5.15) 

Using equation (5 .14) with vector w
2 instead of vector w1

, we can find tor the sec-
ond column Un of the displacement gradient: · 

(5.16) 

Now the displacement gradient matrix can be written as: 
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u, = û:, = r~:: 
U12 

c, l 
U22 c2 

u3, U32 C3 

(5 .17) 

in which c1, c2 and c3 are unknown. Using the definition of the strain tensor E, as 
given in equation (2.2), we can write for the components Eu of the strain tensor E, 
relativa to the local system of coordinates { v1

, v
2
, v

3
}: 

r u" 
HU12 +U21) !(c, +U") l 

E" = symm. U22 Hc2+U32) 

symm. ~ymm. C3 

(5.18) 

For the components of the traction vector in point z we can write: 

Î' = 1 (Î\ + (.2 + (.3) 
1 3 1 1 1 

(5.19) 

The components au of the stress tensor cr, relativa to the local system of coordi
nates are given by: 

ra" 
(J 12 

~·1 cr"=cr12 (J 22 t z (5.20) 2 

Î' Î' Î' 1 2 3 

The unknown components of the stress tensor a, as given in equation (5.20), can 
be calculated trom the strain tensor E as given in equation (5.18), using the consti
tutive relationship of Hooke as given in equation (2.5): 

1 AZ 
a 11 = -- {2µ(U11 +vU22 )+vt3 } 

1-v 

1 A-
a 22 = -- {2µ(lf22 +vuil) +vt3·} 

1-v 

a12 =µ(U12 +U21) 

(5.21) 

A common used stress criterion in structural analysis, also widely accepted in gear 
technology, is the Von Mises stress criterion, given by: 

(5.22) 
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with cr 1 is the largest positive eigenvalue of the stress tensor cr, referred to as the 
maximum principle stress, cr3 is the largest negative eigenvalue of the stress tensor 
cr, referred to as the minimum principle stress and cr3 is the remaining eigenvalue, 
referred to as the middle principle stress. 

The Von Mises stress is a positive scalar {force per unit area) . When this value ex
ceeds certain tabulated limits, depending on the material used and operating condi
tions, the material will fail. 

When we consider only the elements of the crowngear and pinion meshes which 
are important tor the global stress calculation , i.e. those elements which do not 
contain contact nodes or nodes with a prescibed displacement, the components of 
the traction vectors of the nodes on the element are zero. The stress matrix as 
given in equation 5.20 then can be written as: 

with as principle stresses: 

cr , = ~( cr 11 +cr 22 +J(cr " - cr 22 )2 +4cr ~2 ) 
0" 2 = 0 

0"3 = ~( cr" +cr 22 - J (cr" -cr 22 )2 +4cr ~2) 

(5.23) 

(5 .24) 

Substitution of equation (5.24) in (5.22) gives the von Mises stress. This method is 
applied to all crowngear and pinion loadcases. The results of the von Mises stress 
calculation tor a typical loadcase are given in figure 5.22 and 5.23 for the pinion re
spectively the crowngear. 
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Figure 5.23: Contours of equal von Mises stresses on the pinion (qualitative view) 

Figure 5.24: Contours of equal von Mises stresses on the crowngear (qualitative view) 
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CHAPTER 6 

Local stresses 

in the contact area 

6.1 lntroduction 

In this chapter, the stresses in the contact zone between the crowngear and the 
pinion will be calculated. These contact stresses will be calculated using the con
tact force distribution derived using the boundary elements method as described in 
the previous chapters, together with a well-known, analytica! technique: the theory 
of Hertz. 
In 1882, Heinrich Hertz published his classic paper 'On the contact of elastic so
lids'. Hertz described that an ellipsoidal distribution of contact pressure would pro
duce elastic displacements in the two bodies in contact, which were compatible 
with the proposed elliptical area of contact. His theory is widely accepted nowadays 
and is used in numerous applications dealing with contact calculations. Ex
periments show that this theory can be classified as very good (Johnson [5]). 
Non-conformingly shaped bodies in contact have the property that the contact zone 
is generally very small in relation to the overall size of the bodies. In these circum
stances, the contact stresses comprise a local stress concentration that can be 
considered independent of the state of stress of the bodies, i.e. the stresses in this 
region do not critically depend on the shape of the bodies and on the precise way 
they are supported. 
In the theory of Hertz, the bodies are considered as semi-in fini te elastic solids, 
each bounded by a plane surface (referred to as 'elastic half spaces'). This as
sumption is made almost universally in elastic contact stress theory. lt simplifies the 
boundary conditions and allows tor the use of the large part of the theory of elastic
ity developed tor the elastic half space. 

The theory of Hertz is used in this chapter to model the local stresses in the contact 
zone between the crowngear and the pinion. Using the analytica! formu las tor the 
curvature of the crowngear and the pinion, as derived by Overdijk [12], the local 
contact between the crowngear and pinion can be modelled as two cylinders in 
contact. The contact force distribution is !hen used as a boundary condition tor 
these cylinders. This results in a 'Hertzian model', which can be used to calculate 
the local stresses. 
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6.2 The theory of Hertz 

One of the classic two-dimensional Hertzian problems is the contact between two 

infinitely long cylinders with radii R1 and R2> moduli of elasticity E1 and E2 and Pois
son's ratios v 1 and v 2 , which are pressed against each other along !heir length axes 
by a force per unit axial length F (see figure 5.1 a.). Amore comprehensive descrip

tion of this contact problem can be found in Johnson [5]. 

··········· 

i 
' 

1 

.......... ~ ......... . 
' 

a a 

~- b 

Figure 6. 1: a) Load case for two cylinders. b) The geometry of the contact zone 

The reduced modulus of elasticity E* is defined by the equation: 

1-l-= 1 + v ~ + 1 + v~ 
E* E, E2 

(6.1) 

The reduced radius of curvature R is defined by: 

(6.2) 

The formulas of Hertz give the following tor the half contact width a (see figure 
6.1b): 

14 FR 
a- / 

- \ rcE * (6.3) 

The mean contact pressure over the contact area p can be written as: 
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rr 
p =-

4 

The maximum pressure p,,,(ll at the centre of the contact strip is given by: 

Pm~x = 
FE* 

rrR 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

The principle stresses CT,, CT>' and CT, in the point (0.0.z), corresponding to the princi
ple directions as given in figure 6.1 bare given by: 

()_ = 

-· p= a -
Ja2 +z' 

and the principal shear stress ,, (=CTx=) can be written as: 

from which 

l 1'"'"' = 0. 30 Pmax lor z = 0. 78 a 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

The stresses CT,, CT, and 1 1 against the z-coordina te (the depth into the body) are 
given in figure 6.2. 

The value ,,,,,ax is referred to as the Hertzian stress (denoted with CT1c). Substitution 
of equation (6.5) in (6.8) results in: 

(6.9) 
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Figure 6.2: Subsurface stresses in the contact zone according to the theory of Hertz 

6.3 Contact area modelling 

From the boundary elements analysis described in the previous chapter, the con 
tact force distribution over the contact cuNes is derived besides the global stresses 
and deformations. This distribution is calculated at discrete points over the contact. 
The distribution will be used as the starting point lor the local contact calculations , 
using the theory of Hertz. 

Consider the discretised contact cuNes depicted in figure 6.3a. On these cuNes, 
the force distribution is calculated using the boundary elements method. We define 
a plane perpendicular to the direction of the contact cuNe. Furthermore, we define 
the intersection cuNes of the crowngear and pinion flank surfaces and this plane. 
The radii of cuNature of these intersection cuNes in the contact points are referred 
to as RP and Re (see figure 6.3b). 

In Overdijk [12], we find that the reduced cuNatures of the crowngear and pinion 
combination are given by: 

with (6.10) 

µ(ex , ex,) ~ tan( ex,){ tan 2 (ex) - k 2 cos 2 (ex) tan( ex, )(tan( ex ,) - tan( ex))} 
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b 

Figure 6.3 a: Force distribution from the boundary elements calculations 
b: Hertz model for one interval between two nodes. 

In figure 6.4, these reduced curvatures for the crowngear and pinion combination 
are given along the contact curves lor some discrete pinion rotations <IJ . lt can be 
seen that the curvature lor small values of a. increases very rapidly. For these small 
values of a., it is not possible to predict the contact stresses accurately enough. In a 
practical situation, due to production tolerances and wear, this situation cannot be 
predicted either and will change during the life cycle. Therefore, il is not desirable 
to use these small pressure angles in practical situations. 

The theory of Hertz described in the previous paragraph is only applicable to cylin
ders with infinite length, i.e. cylinders in a pure plane strain situation. Only when the 
differences of radii of adjacent cylinders are small, can this method be used. Over 
almost the entire length of the contact curve this assumption is val id. On the ends 
however, significant deviations occur because the state of stress changes. This 
change in the state of stress depends on the geometry of the cy\inders at the ends. 
Il both cylinders come to an end at the same cross-sectional plane, the stresses 
decrease towards the end to the stresses conforming to a plane strain situation. Il 
one of the cy\inders extends beyond the end of the other cylinder, the stresses to
wards the end increase rapidly. These end effects are very important, bul strongly 
depend on the construction of the gears and the transmission. They can be con
trolled using standard methods trom gearing technology, like applying a small ra
dius of approximately twice the contact width to the ends of the cylinders. 
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Figure 6.4: reduced curvatures for the crowngear and pinion combination. 

For the local contact analysis , we will not model these end ettects because they will 
be different tor each kind of construction of the crowngear transmission , and thus 
give no extra in format ion about the fundamental behaviour of the crowngear and 
pinion. For all cylinders on the contact curves, a plane stress situation wil/ be as
sumed. Note that this error is only introduced in the local analysis, i.e. in the 
contact zone between the crowngear and pinion, in the global analysis however, 
these effects are modelled correctly. 

6.4 Local stresses in the contact 

When equations (5.6) and (6.9) are substituted in equation 6.8, the maxima/ princi
ple contact stresses can be written as: 

( E* r ,-
'' """ = \i 7t v K, ../ F (6.11) 

Fora given pinion rotation <j>; i.e. tor the contact curves corresponding with a pinion 
rotation <!>. this equation can be written as: 
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with 

) 
_ J_ tan 2 ex + k 2 

( cp +ex) 2 cos 2 ex 
K,(ex,<j> - • , , 

rb (<1> + ex){tan ~ ex - k - cos- ex(cp + ex)(<J> -~ a - tan a)} 

(6.12) 

F(a,<j>) = the numerical calculated force distribution 

In figure (6.5) , the 'analytica! part' of these contact stresses are plotted against the 
pressure angle Q lor some pinion rotations <jl . lt can be seen that the maximum 
analytica! part of the contact stresses lor ever; pinion rotation is approximately 
equal. From this we can conclude !hal the maximum contact stresses occurring , 
largely depend on the contact force distribution over the contact curves. 

Il the geometr; parameters, material parameters and the contact force distribution 
are substituted in equation (6.12), the contact stresses can be obtained. These 
stresses are shown in figure (6.6). 

Anolyti col port 
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Figure 6.5: Analytica! part of the contact stresses between the crowngear and pinion 
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CHAPTER 7 

Critica! stress points 

in the crowngear transmission 

7.1 lntroduction 

From the numerical and analytica! calculation methods, as described in the previ
ous chapters, various conclusions can be drawn. The methods propose a basis tor 
applications like geometry optimisation and derivation of tooth profile corrections, 
noise minimalisation, tribology analyses, etc .. In this thesis, the application of failure 
analysis is shown. 

Failure analysis of gear transmissions has to be applied when the transmissions 
are used tor energy transfer. In this case, the transmission has to be dimensioned 
in such a way that it is reliable and will function with a certain probability in the de
sign lifecycle. For many kinds of gear transmissions these failure calculation met
hods are normalised (DIN 3990, ISO/DIS 6336, NEN 5275). For the crowngear 
transmission, however, these methods have not been provided yet. 

The causes of failure of gear transmissions can be summarised as fellows 
(Heesewijk (4]) : 

A Mechanica! failure causes 

When we consider photo-elastic experiments in a gear transmission (figure 
7.1 ), two important issues can be seen. In the parts of the teeth near the 
contact, a small zone is visible in which high stress gradients appear. This is 
the contact zone and the stresses in this zone are referred to as the 'contact 
stresses' or 'local stresses' . In the other parts of the gears, the 'global 
stresses' are visible. The stresses inside the teeth are low and they increase 
towards the boundaries of the teeth. These contact and global stresses are 
directly interconnected with the mechanica! failure causes of the transmis
sion. When these stresses exceed a certain limit, the transmission is likely to 
fail. The indications of these failures are: 
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1. Tooth foot failure caused by overly large (global) toot stresses. 
This failure cause is a fatigue cause, i.e. high stress gradients during 
a meshing period in the tooth are the cause of this failure. lncidental 
large stresses are usually of no importance. The periodic stresses 
however are. 

2. Pitting of the tooth flank as a result of overly large contact (local) 
stresses. This defect also has a fatigue cause rather than an inciden
tal cause. Small cracks evolve in the contact zone just below the tooth 
surface. These cracks grow to the surface of the tooth and result in 
material loss. As a result the transmission will fail because the mate
rial particles wil! cause damage in the transmission. 

Figure 7.1: Photo-elastic stress experiment of two gears in contact. 
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B Thermal failure causes 

During operating conditions, heat is generated as a result of friction, sliding, 
and oil compression between the gear teeth. This heat can lead to high tem
peratures of the transmission and finally to failure . Failure causes again can 
be divided into local and global causes. 
1. During meshing, the teeth slide in relation to each ether and oil is 

transferred through the transmission. This results in healing of the en
tire transmission. The heat has to be transferred out of the transmis
sion by cooling methods, to prevent extensive healing. This is a 
'global' failure cause. 

2. At certain points on the flanks, the relative sliding can be very large. 
Local temperatures can exceed the maximum allowed values tor the 
oil used. This results in disintegration of the oil, which loses its func
tion. This is called a 'thermal break-down', and results in direct metal
to-metal contact of the teeth. Particles on the teeth become welded to 
each other and the transmission will fail almost immediately. 

Il the angular velocities of the gears are not very high, the mechanica! failure 
causes are dominant. These failure causes are a function of the stress history in 
the teeth. Generally we can state that the maximum number of rotations before fail
ure caused by local stresses n1 is given by: 

(7.1) 

with 01rz is the maximum occuring Hertzian stress. The maximum number of rela
tions before failure caused by the global stresses n8 is given by: 

(7.2) 

in which crvm is the maximum occuring von Mises stress. 

The functions jj and fg pertain to a number of parameters concerning the mapping 
between the theoretica! model and the practical situation, and the incorporation of 
unknown or unmodelled effects. These parameters have to be examined by means 
of a great many experiments. For the crowngear transmission, these parameters 
have not been defined yet. Some experiments have been performed recently, but 
the reliability of these tests is not proven yet. 

7.2 Critica! contact stresses 

The contact stress calculation, as presented in the previous chapter, gives the 
Hertzian stresses over the contact curves for a number of pinion relations <t> (see 
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figure 6.5. These stresses are the basis for the failure criterion tor failure causes 
due to local failure (pitting). When we consider the results of the contact analysis, 
we can identify several situations where the contact stresses have their maximum, 

Firstly, we can see that the absolute maximum of the contact stresses can be found 
tor the contact situation where the shortest of the contact curves just enters the 
flank. The size of this concentrated stress zone is very small. Pitting will occur at 
this location when the Hertzian stresses exceed a certain value. This stress con
centration is not very important tor the failure calculations. This because appropri
ate geometry corrections of the gear flanks will decrease this value considerable. 
When corrections of this kind are not applied at these locations, the transmission 
will almost immediately fail at these points. These geometry corrections should be 
optimised and be subject of new reseach regarding development of the optima! 
crowngear transmission geometry. 

Secondly we can conclude that the subsequent maximum contact stresses occur in 
the situation where the total length of contact between the crowngear and the pin
ion has its minimum (see figure 5.7). In figure 7.2, the corresponding contact curve 
is depicted on the crowngear and pinionflanks. From figure 5.8, we can conlude 
that the length of contact is only dependent of the gear width for small values of this 
width. lncrease of the gear width above a certain limit does not result in a larger to
tal length of contact. Hence, we can state that incrementation of the gear width (not 
regarding the unpractical small values of this width) does not result in a transmis
sion which is more resistant to pitting. 

Figure 7.2: Decisive lines of contact on the crowngear and plnion 

Now for a number of loadcases corresponding to a certain applied moment at the 
pinion axis, we can calculate the maximum contact stresses using the method of 
the previous chapter. The results are presented in figure 7.3. 
By defining the contact stress criterion, trom this figure the maximum allowable 
moment can be read. 
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Contact stress (Hertz) against applied moment 
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Figure 7.3: Maximum Hertzian contact stress as a function of the moment applied at the pinion axis. 

7.3 Critica! global stresses 

The global stress calculation using the boundary elements method as described in 
chapter 5, gives the von Mises stress in the crowngear and pinion tor a number of 
pinion rotations <jl . These stresses are the basis for the failure causes due to global 
failure (breaking of the teeth) . When we consider the results of this global analysis, 
we can identify the situations where the von Mises stresses have their maximum. In 
Figure 7.4, a graph is depicted which shows for every calculation performed the 
maximum von Mises stress. 
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Figure 7.4: Maximum global stresses In the plnlon 
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The stresses in the pinion are decisive for the global stresses. These pinion 
stresses are approximately 50% higher than the corresponding global stresses in 
the crowngear. The maximum global stresses occur in the situation where the 
contact curve length has its minimum. The results as depicted in figure 7.4 can be 
scaled linearly to match the required moment. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Conclusions and recommendations 

The main objective of this thesis was to present a method tor the calculation of the 
stresses in the crowngear and pinion. These stresses are an important basis tor 
failure calculations and are required to be able to make this transmission a pre
ferred alternative in the design of related products. The state of stress in the 
crowngear and pinion is one of the key points that have to be managed to suc
cessfully implement the crowngear transmission in a commercial environment. 
This method is developed and practically implemented in this thesis, and is illus
trated by application to the crowngear transmission . 

Due to the complex three-dimensional geometry of the crowngear and pinion, to
gether with the contact problem involved, analytica! methods to calculate the state 
of stress in these gears are not available. A numerical approach has to be taken to 
approximate those parts of the calculations that cannot be performed analytically; 
the presented method contains both numerical and analytica! techniques. 

The numerical method used is called 'the boundary elements method', and is a 
modern, accurate and relatively new numerical method tor structural analysis. Be
cause the lack of commercially available software tor this technique that is easy to 
modify, together with the demands tor implementing this software into a multi
purpose gear analysis program, this software was developed in-house. This soft
ware product (ElastoMath) is being evaluated in industry today and contains some 
newly developed algorithms tor evaluating the Cauchy principle value singular inte
grals analytically and exact to provide very high accuracy. The developed software 
is not only applicable to the crowngear transmission, bul extends its use to all kinds 
of structural analyses. 
This numerical technique is used to calculate the 'global stresses' in the gears and 
to derive the contact force that is transferred between these gears. 

The analytica! method used is based on 'the theory of Hertz'. This theory is used to 
model and calculate the stresses in the contact zone between the crowngear and 
pinion. lt is widely accepted and used tor contact calculations, and has proven its 
accuracy over the years. 

The input of the method is given by the geometry of the crowngear and pinion to 
analyse and a set of boundary conditions which model the applied loads and pre
scribed displacements on this geometry. The additional input parameters required 
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are the material properties E (modules of elasticity) and v (Poisson's ratio) . The ge
ometry and boundary conditions are discretised and used in the boundary elements 
method. 
Using a contact formulation and the boundary elements method, the contact force 
distribution over the contact between the crowngear and pinion is calculated, to
gether with the 'global stresses', i.e. all stresses in the crowngear and pinion. 

In the contact zone however, accuracy is increased by application of the analytica! 
method to determinate the contact stresses. For this analytica! method, the contact 
force distribution obtained trom the global (boundary elements method) analysis is 
used as a boundary condition. 

The global stresses calculated using the boundary elements method and the local 
stresses obtained trom the analytical analysis are combined to model the entire 
state of stress in the gear and pinion. Using these results on a particular crowngear 
transmission, we can calculate the maximum values for the contact stresses and 
global (foot) stresses during a meshing period. Using appropriate sealing tech
niques, the relation between the applied moment at the pinion axis and these 
stress va lues can be established. 

Besides the stresses and the contact force distribution in the transmission, the de
formations are calculated too. These three types of results can be used not only for 
failure calculations, bul also for optimisation of the transmission. Opportunities arise 
for geometry corrections, noise minimisation, tribology analysis and shape optimi
sation. 

Because of the generality of the method developed, application extends beyond the 
analysis of the crowngear transmission. All kinds of gear transmissions can be 
analysed using this method. The method is not even restricted to gear trans
missions alone, bul can be widely used lor objects in contact. Without using the 
contact algorithms, the boundary elements method can also be used for structural 
analysis of genera! objects, like gearing houses, bearings etc .. 

We recommend verifying the results of the method if data trom reliable life cycle 
tests are available. To develop the failure analysis methods, these tests are neces
sary to determine the influence of parameters that are not modelled in the method 
like friction, sliding, healing and bearing of the gears. 
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Appendix 1 

ElastoMath quick reference manual 

introduction 

ElastoMath is a software package that performs structural analysis on solid me
chanica! parts. lt is developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology as a tool 
for determination of the stresses and deformations in the crown gear transmission, 
a special kind of gear transmission. lts use however, is not only limited to gear 
transmissions, but applicable to a wide range of engineering applications. 

Like many other software analysis tools for engineering purposes, ElastoMath uses 
a discretisation approach for the part to be analysed, i.e. the part itself is not ana
lysed, bul a discretised version is used for the calculations. This results in a solu
tion that is not continuous and that is only known in a finite number of points of the 
discretised part. 

The analysis method that is applied by the software is based on the 'boundary ele
ments method'. In this method, all governing equations of the problem to be solved 
are analytically transformed to the boundary surface of the part. The entire problem 
is then discretised and a solution can be obtained. 

Though the boundary elements method is applicable to a wide range of engineer
ing practices, the software currently is configured for linear stress-strain analysis 
and simple statie contact problems. lt is easily possible to adapt the software tor 
performing other tasks like heat transfer problems, non-linear analysis, acoustics 
problems, dynamics analysis and frictional problems by adding computer code. 
This code which wil! mostly exist of iteration of the present functionality and an al
ternative interpretation of the results. 

Discretisation 

On the surface of the part to be analysed, a finite number of points is taken. These 
points are referred to as the 'nodes' of the so-called boundary element mesh to be 
created. All relevant quantities in the analysis are related to, given in, or calculated 
at these nodes. 
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lnterpolation functions are defined to model the surface of the body between the 
nodes. ElastoMath always uses the positions of carefully chosen groups of three 
nodes to calculate the positions of points on the body surface between these nodes 
by use of interpolation techniques. The unique, triangularly shaped, flat surface, de
fined by such a group of three nodes and by the interpolation functions is called an 
element. All groups of three nodes are chosen carefully in such a way that the en
tire surface of the body is modelled and closed, that the surface elements do not 
overlap or intersect and that the unit outward normal vector on these surface ele
ments points outward from the body. 

The same functions used for the geometry interpolation are used for interpolation of 
all other relevant quantities of the analysis, i.e. the same discretisation is used for 
the entire calculation. A discretisation of this kind is called an isoparametric discre
tisation. 

This discretisation of the body to be analysed in nodes and elements is the first as
sumption made by ElastoMath. The quality of this discretisation has a major influ
ence on the accuracy of the analysis. Everywhere on the body surface where a 
large gradient of a quantity is present, the discretisation has to be more accurate 
then in areas where the quantities do not change very much. Problems arise when 
some quantity, like the geometry, does not vary much in a particular area, whereas 
another quantity, the stresses tor instance, have a large gradient in the same area. 
Then the user has to decide how the discretisation has to be performed. Experi
ence of the user is necessary to solve these problems adequately. 

The discretisation of the geometry in nodes and elements is not done by Elasto
Math itself. The package only processes an already discretised geometry. To gen
erale these meshes, a standard pre-processor has to be used. ElastoMath is able 
to read SDRC 1-DEAS universa! files for this purpose and has a native human 
readable input file format also. 

Boundary conditions 

Each node of the mesh has six degrees of freedom; three displacement compo
nents and three traction force components relative to the global Cartesian system 
of coordinates. 

NOTE: The traction farces are farces per unit area applied to a point. They have no 
physical meaning. They are just vectors which, when they are interpolated 
and integrated over the element surface, give the correct values tor the re
sulting force components on the element under consideration. 

In each node of the mesh , three degrees of freedom have to be prescribed. These 
can be: three displacements or three tractions ElastoMath then calcu lates the three 
remaining degrees of freedom in each node and in this way fully determines the 
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system. Currently ElastoMath is not capable to process a node with a combination 
of tractions and displacements prescribed (it is not possible due to the inputfile for
mat which will be changed soon for this purpose) 

When applying boundary conditions, care must be taken to avoid the possibility of 
rigid body motion and rotation. The system is determined enough when on at least 
three nodes, which do not lie on a straight line, the displacements are prescribed. 
Tractions do not have to be specified in the boundary conditions, i.e. the system 
can be totally displacement prescribed. For each node, the user can specify three 
degrees of freedom as boundary condition. When no boundary condition is speci
fied at a node, ElastoMath automatically imposes a traction force with all compo
nents have the value zero, i.e. a stress-free node tor which the displacements have 
to be calculated. 

Solving the system of equations 

The linear system of simultaneous equations to be solved by ElastoMath has the 
dimensions [3xN,3xN], where N is the number of nodes in the mesh. This system is 
fully populated, non-symmetrical and not positive-definite. Four solution methods 
(or 'solvers') are provided by the system: 

• Gauss elimination . This method is a standard direct method for solving systems 
of equations. The solution for the last unknown is derived by diagonalisation of 
the system through elimination of the other unknowns. The total solution !hen is 
derived by backsubstitution. With this method, the entire system matrix has to be 
in memory or backing storage. The only inaccuracies imposed are a result of the 
finite floating point inaccuracy of the computer used. 

• Gauss elimination using partial pivoting. This is an extended version of the stan
dard Gauss elimination solver. This solver takes the largest coefficient in the 
matrix row under consideration to eliminate the other unknowns. This has the re
sult that the calculations are performed better-conditioned and the numerical ac
curacy achieved increases at the cost of more solving time. 

• Front-solving method. In this method all unknowns are substituted in the equa
tions on a per-row basis. The total system matrix never has to be formed en
tirely. Only a triangle shaped matrix, with the size of half the system matrix, has 
to be in memory or backing storage. This method is more memory-efficient at the 
cost of more mathematics operations, so the numerical accuracy is less than the 
Gauss solvers and more solving time is required. 

• lterative Gauss-Seidel method. This is the only indirect method available in 
ElastoMath. A solution is guessed and substituted in the system. By iteration this 
solution is improved in each step until the solution has the required accuracy. 
Because it is not known how many iterations will be necessary to obtain this ac
curacy, an estimation of the solving time cannot be made in advance. The accu
racy is as good or better as the accuracy criterion what is given. 
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For small systems of equations, i.e. systems for which the number of equations is 
smaller than 300, ElastoMath automatically chooses the Gauss solver with partial 
pivoting. For larger systems the iterative Gauss-Seidel method is used. The user 
can however force the solver to use a particular method. 

System requirements 

The system requirements for running ElastoMath are dependent of the problem 
size which has to be solved. The system will run on every computer with at least 
1 MB RAM and a harddisk. A floating point co-processor is strongly recommended. 
In practice, tor small problems, up to approximately 400 nodes (the number of ele
ments has only a very small influence on the memory requirements), a Windows or 
Macintosh computer provided with 8 or 16 MB RAM will be sufficient. For larger 
problems, a workstation has to be used. 

NOTE: The boundary elements method uses lesser nodes and elements as a 
comparable finite elements analysis because only the boundary surface 
has to be modelled. When the characteristic length of the body is /, the 
number of boundary nodes is proportional to approximately P, whether fora 
finite elements method the number of nodes is roughly proportional with P. 

The analysis time mainly depends of two factors: 
• The first factor is the assembly stage of the system of equations (the system 

matrices) . This assembly takes about half the analysis time and depends mainly 
on the floating point performance of the computer. This stage is mainly influ
enced by the number of elements in the mesh. 

• The second factor is the solving stage of the system of equations. Solving this 
system takes roughly the other half of the analysis time. In this stage the compu
ting time is dependent of the memory- and disk access speeds of the computer. 
Large amounts of RAM or tast swapping routines can speed up this stage con
siderately. 

All node and element labels in the software are currently limited to 16 bit unsigned 
integers, i.e. the maximum number of nodes and elements which can be handled 
are approximately 22000 respectively 65000. The floating point operations can be 
performed either double precision or single precision. Double precision calculations 
use more than 4 times as much memory, while the results do not have a propor
tionally better quality. 

Assumptions made by ElastoMath 

ElastoMath makes a number of assumptions when doing an analysis on a given 
mesh. Currently the system is configured with the following assumptions: 
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ElastoMath/Linear: 
• The material is considered to be homogeneous and isotrope, i.e. the material 

behaviour is position- and direction independent. 
• The constitutive relationships of Hooke are used, i.e. the only parameters which 

define the material behaviour are the Young's modulus E and the Poisson 's ratio 
v. 

• All displacements and rotations are very small relative to the size of the body to 
analyse, i.e. the system matrix is considered valid tor both deformed and refe
rence configurations. 

• Boundary conditions only can be applied at the boundary surface of the body. 
lntertia forces and all other forces per unit volume are neglected. 

• The system is in statie equilibrium. There are currently no dynamic capabilities 
built into ElastoMath. 

• All quantities are isoparametrically linearly interpolated between the nodes. The 
fundamental tensors however, are integrated over the elements using a seven 
point Gauss quadrature numerical integration method or an analytica! method. 

Input deck specification 

ElastoMath can use SDRC 1-DEAS universa! files as input deck. This will be the 
mostly used way of communication with ElastoMath. The user does all the model
ling in 1-DEÄS Pre-processing, including the application of boundary conditions. 
The entire model !hen is exported as universa! file and given as input for Elasto
Math. The results are written again as a universa! file which can be read by 1-DEAS 
for the postprocessing stage. 

A second method is the use of the special ElastoMath input language. An ASCII 
text file is made by the user in which all model data is specified. The format and 
syntax ofthis file will be presented in this section. 

Some general remarks about the file are: 

, • The input deck is case-insensitive, i.e. all data can be entered in capitals, lower 
case or freely mixed. All data is automatically capitalised internally by the soft
ware. 

• The input deck is free-formatted, i.e. words can be separated by any number of 
any blank-space characters (e.g. tabs, spaces, carriage-returns) 

• All text between '{' and '}' is seen as commenting text and is ignored by the soft
ware. Comments can be nested when necessary. 

An example of an input file is: 
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{ == [XAMPLE ------·-=======- - - - - ============================-•••••=== J 

MATERIAL 2.086E06 0.29 1 macerial parameters rand v J 

/ This is an examµle of the ElastoMath f11put deck. . 
A black wilh sidelengths 2 is described . vuy coarsèlY meshed w1Ch 
cwo elements per face . 
The bottom of Che black is encastred <1fth prescril>ed dfsplaceme11ts 
ze r o. and Che coµ face has a prescril>ed traction force per u11it area 
of - 1 in the z -.direction applied. 

NOOES 
( bottom face 11odes: J 
1 -1. O -1. O · l . O { Format: 11ode_ I abe 1 x_coord Y .. c oord z_coord J 
2 1.0 - 1.0 · 1.0 
3 1.0 1.0 -1. 0 
4 - 1.0 1 .0 - 1.0 
/ top face nodes: J 
5 - 1.0 -1 . 0 1. 0 
6 1.0 -1.0 1.0 
7 1.0 1.0 1.0 
8 · l.O l.0 1.0 
END_NOOE S 

ELEMENTS Tril 
/ bottom face: 
1 1 3 1 Format: e l ement_ l a/>el node_ J nodè_2 nodè_ J J 
2 1 4 
1 coµ face: J 
3 , 6 7 
4 5 7 8 
1 side races: 
5 
6 etc .. _ 
7 
8 
9 
lil 
11 
12 
ENO_ELEMENTS 

TRACT!ONS 
5 0.0 0.0 -1 .0 1 nodes 5.6.land 8 have cractions-1 in Che z-dfr J 
6 0.0 0 . 0 -1.0 
7 0.0 0.0 ·1 .0 
8 0.0 0.0 ·1 .0 
ENO_ TRACTIONS 

OI SPLA CEMENTS 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 nodes 1. 2. 3 a11d 4 are encastered J 
2 0.0 0.0 0 .0 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
END_DlSPLACEMENTS 

In this example the comments are printed in italics for clarity_ The words which are 
printed bold are referred to as the keywords_ A keyword defines a section in the in
put deck after which parameters will follow. When the number of parameters is not 
known in advance by the software, the keyword section is closed with the same 
keyword, preceded with 'END_'. When the number of parameters is fixed , lor in
stance by the keyword MATERIAL, the keyword section does not have to be closed 
with END_MATERIAL. There are three datatypes which can be used in the file . 
These types are 'string', ï_e. a string of characters, 'integer', i.e. an integer (non 
fractional) number, and 'float', i.e. a floating point number. Floating point numbers 
can be bath entered in decimal or exponential notation. A leading zero is not ne
cessary. The floating point numbers 0.0, .000, 000.000 and -O.OE6 are equivalent. 
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Keywords 
In this section, all keywords trom ElastoMath are described. First the keyword is 
given, with an additional end-keyword (il required). Then the format is given. Val
ues which have to be substituted with real values are printed between the charac
ters '<' and '>'. Optional values are printed between ' [ ' and ' ] '. These values are 
not required. ElastoMath automatically uses default values when they are not 
given. Finally a short description of the keyword and an example is given. 

NODES ... END_NODES 

Format 

nodes 
< integer nodelabel > 

< integer nodelabel > 

< integer no.delabel > 
end_nodes 

Description 

< float x > < float y > < float z > 
< float x > < float y > < float z > 

< float x > < float y > < float z > 

This keyword labels points in three dimensional space relative to the global carte
sian system of coordinates. These points are the nodes of the boundary element 
mesh in the input specification deck. The nodelabels should be continuous and 
start with node 1, i.e. the nodes should be labelled with 1,2,3, ... 

nodelabel The label of the node to be created 
x The x-coordinate of the node 
y The y-coordinate of the node 
z The z-coordinate of the node 

Example 

nodes 
1 0.0 3.0 5.0 
2 0.0 ' 2.0 6.0 
3 1.8 3.5 0.0 
end_nodes 
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ELEMENTS ... END_ELEMENTS 

Format 

elements < string elementtype > 
< integer elementlabel > < int n 1 > 
< integer elementlabel > < int n 1 > 

<integer elementlabel> <int n1 > 
end_elements 

Description 

<int n2 > 

<int n2 > 

<int n2 > 

<int n3 > 
<int n3 > 

<int n3 > 

This keyword defines the surface elements of the boundary element mesh of the 
problem. The elementlabels should be continuous and start with 1, i.e. the ele
ments should be labelled with 1,2,3, ... 

elementtype 
elementlabel 
n1 
n2 
n3 

Notes 

The type of the element to create. 
The label of the element to be created 
The label of the first node of the element 
The label of the second node of the element 
The label of the third node of the element 

The elementtype should be 'TRIL' (TRlangle shaped Linear element). This is the 
only currently implemented elementtype in ElastoMath. The order of the nodes 
should be chosen in such a way that the normal taken on the element, according to 
the right hand screw, points outwards of the body to be analysed . 

Example 

elements 
1 3 
2 2 
3 

4 
6 
2 

end elements 

1 
3 
5 
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DISPLACEMENTS ... END_DISPLACEMENTS 

Format 

displacements 
< integer nodelabel > 
< integer nodelabel > 

< integer nodelabel > 
end_displacements 

Description 

< float dx > < float dy > < float dz > 
< float dx > < float dy > < float dz > 

< float dx > < float dy > < float dz > 

This keyword applies prescibed displacement boundary conditions at given nodes. 
The displacements prescribed have to be given in the global cartesian system of 
coordinates. 

nodelabel The label of the node on which the displacement has to be created. 
dx The x-displacement of the node 
dy The y-displacement of the node 
dz The z-displacement of the node 

Example 

displacements 
6 1.0E-2 
3 1.0E-2 
16 O.OE-0 
end_displacements 

5.0E-3 
O.OE-0 
O.OE-0 

5.0E-3 
O.OE-0 
O.OE-0 
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TRACTIONS ... END TRACTIONS 

Format 

tractions 
< integer nodelabel > 

< integer nodelabel > 

< integer nodelabel > 
end_tractions 

Description 

<float tx > 

<float tx > 

<float tx > 

<float ty > 

<float ty > 

<float ty > 

<float tz > 
<float tz > 

<float tz > 

. This keyword applies prescibed tractions per unit area boundary conditions at given 
nodes. The tractions prescribed have to be given in the global cartesian system of 
coordinates. 

nodelabel The label of the node on which the displacement has to be created. 
tx The x-traction per unit area on the node 
ty The y-traction per unit area on the node 
tz The z-traction per unit area on the node 

Example 

tractions 
6 1.0E-1 
3 1.0E-1 
16 O.OE-0 
end_tractions 

Notes 

5.0E-1 
O.OE-0 
3.0E-0 

5.0E-1 
O.OE-0 
0.0E-0 

Tractionvectors with modulus zero do not have to be specified. Alter processing all 
boundary conditions, all nodes on which no boundary condition is prescribed are 
considered by ElastoMath as 'free nodes'. On these nodes the tractions are as
sumed to be zero. 
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MATERIAL 

Format 

material 
< float Emod > <float Nu> 

Description 
This keyword defines the material properties to be used for the model. As Elasto
Math is currently a linear elastostatics program, the only relevant material proper
ties are the modulus of elasticity and the Poisson's ratio. 

Emod 
Nu 

·Example 

material 

The mod.ulus of elasticity 
The Poisson's ratio 

2.086E9 0.29 

WRITE_SPECIAL 

Format 

write_special 

Description 
This keyword forces the output format trom ElastoMath to be of the type 'special' . 
This format is a human readable ASCII file with the results of the analysis. lt is in
tended lor human interpretation of the results. This file can also easily be imported 
in wordprocessors or spreadsheets for further processing or the creation of reports. 

Notes 
When no output specification in given in the file, ElastoMath automatically writes 
the output in this format. 

Example 

write_special 
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WRITE UNIVERSAL 

Format 

write_universal 

Description 
This keyword forces the output format from ElastoMath to be of the type 'universa!'. 
This format is a format which can be read by the SDRC 1-DEAS postprocessor to 
interpret the results of the analysis. 

Example 

write_universal 

ElastoMath/CONTACT 

ElastoMath/CONTACT is an extension to the functionality of ElastoMath/LINEAR. 
With this extension it is possible to analyse simple contact problems with Elasto
Math. All functionality trom ElastoMath/LINEAR is available in Elasto
Math/CONTACT, with additions tor solving contact problems. 

The software operates on two meshes instead of one mesh. Both meshes have to 
be specified according to the ElastoMath/LINEAR input format, and have to be in 
two separate files . The node and element labellings have to start with 1 tor both 
meshes. 

The contact algorithm 

The contact algorithm used by the software makes the following assumptions when 
doing a contact analysis: 

• All assumptions trom ElastoMath/LINEAR 
• The contact is frictionless, i.e. all stresses in the contact zone are compressive 

stresses. Tangential stresses are assumed to be zero. This conforms to a well 
lubricated contact situation 

• The displacements in the normal direction are large compared to the displace
ments in the tangential directions. The surfaces have small free sliding relative to 
each other. 

• Contact node pairs which are defined as contact pairs by the user using the 
'cnode' keyword, are seen as contact nodes. No contact nodes are created of 
deleted during the analysis. When negative compressive stresses are calculated, 
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the contact stays a contact, so the user has to check manua/ly whether the con
tact conditions are calculated well by checking the output tor such stresses. 

• The contact is defined on a node-to-node basis. 

Keywords 

ElastoMath/CONTACT uses the same keywords as ElastoMath/Linear. One extra 
keyword is present to specify the contact nodes in the meshes. This keyword 
should appear in the first mesh description. The extra keyword provided is: 

CNODES ." END_CNODES 

Format 

cnodes 
<int nodelabel1 > <int nodelabel2> <float n1 > <float n2> <float n3> 

Description 
This keyword defines node contact pairs of both meshes. The node labelled 
'nodelabel1' from mesh 1 is in contact with the node labe/led 'nodelabel2 ' of mesh2. 
The unit outward normal in the node labe/led with 'nodelabel1' is specified with the 
values 'n1 ', 'n2' and 'n3' (relative to the global cartesian system of coordinates). 

nodelabel1 A node trom mesh 1 
nodelabel2 The node trom mesh 2 in contact with node 'nodelabel1' 
n1 The x-coordinate of the unit outward normal vector 
n2 The y-coordinate of the unit outward normal vector 
n3 The z-coordinate of the unit outward normal vector 

Example 

cnodes 
1 1 0.0 0.0 1.0 
2 6 0.0 0.0 1.0 
53 2 1.0 0.0 0.0 
end cnodes 

Not es 
ElastoMath automatically checks for nodepairs with coincident positions, within a 
certain tolerance. When such nodepairs are detected, and when they are not de
fined by the user as contactnodes using the 'cnode' keyword, a message is printed , 
giving the labels of the suspect nodepair. This is done to inform the user of possible 
errors in the cnode keyword section . Also duplicated nodes in the mesh can be 
found in this way. 
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Running ElastoMath 

A number of scripts is provided to use ElastoMath. lt can be invoked in several 
ways. The current possibilities are: 

Running ElastoMath/Linear with as inputdeck a file in the 'special' format is done by 
typing the command: 

bem <inputfile> 

tor example: 

bem block.dat 

This command starts the package with the inputdeck specified as the first com
mand-line argument. The output is printed to the standard output stream, by default 
the screen. The status and errormessages are written to the standard error stream. 
All piping commands available in the operating system can be used to direct the 
output to ether devices or files. For instance, the command: 

bem block.dat > block.res 

runs the software and directs the output to the file named 'block.res'. The error and 
status messages are printed on the screen. The command: 

bem block.dat > block.res >& block.st.a 

does the same, bul writes all status, warning and error messages to the file named 
'black.sta' 
Running ElastoMath with an SDRC 1-DEAS universa! file as input is done by the 
following command: 

job <universa/file> 

The name of the universa/file should be given without the extension '. unv'. A win
dow appears on screen and the user has to confirm the job. When confirmed, the 
analysis is executed and the resu/ts are written as a universa/file named 
'<universalfile>.res', which can be read by the 1-DEAS postprocessor. 

The 1-DEAS to ElastoMath interface can be used to convert universa/ files to the 
special format. This is done by the fol/owing command: 

i2m <universa/file w.o. the extension .unV> 

Example: 
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i2m sphere03 

ElastoMath/Contact can be started using the 'bem' command, with as extra argu
ment the second mesh to be processed. The meshes have to be in the special for
mat, so when they are generated using 1-DEAS, they first have to be converted us
ing 'i2m'. Example: 

bem mesh1 .dat mesh2.dat > contact.res 

This command invokes ElastoMath/Contact with the meshes 'mesh1 .dat' and 
'mesh2.dat'. The 'cnode' keyword, when used, should be in the first given mesh on 
the command line, i.e. 'mesh1 .dat'. ElastoMath currently only scans this file tor the 
contact nodes. The output is piped to the file 'contact.res'. 
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APPENDIX Il: BEM VERIFICATION SHEETS 

BOLINDARY ELEMENT ANAL YSIS INPUT CHECK LIST 

job reference 
job number section index approved by date 

CG_Pl_JOB_OOf OOI SEPT 18, 1995 

analysis title: 

CROWNGEAR ANT> PIN/ON CONTACT ANALYSIS NR. f 

file name/date/time: 

PP _Of.T>AT, CC _Of.VAT AT CAEPOWER/POOl!BATCH03/RUNOf 

COMMENTS SECTION AUTHOR CHECKER 

analysis type UNfAR E/ASTOSTATICS 

untts MM,MN 

extent of model 

material data EMOD: 2. 086fff, NU: 0.3 

coordinate system GLOBAL CARTES/AN 

major dimensions U:3.75, M:3, ETC"., PH/=3 

element types UNfAR TRIANGLES 

real constants -

mesh density NODES: 2344; ELS: 4680 

element plots 1-DfAS CHECKS OK 

element shapes 1-DfAS CHECKS OK 

internal edges 1-DfAS CHECKS OK 

elements missing 1-DfAS CHECKS OK 

elements duplicated 1-DfAS CHECKS OK 

consistent normals 1-DfAS CHECKS OK 

constraint equations 1-DfAS CHECKS OK 

symmetry constraints -

supports CG ENCASTfRW, PIN ROT PRESC. 

rbm & mechanisms -

load cases f 

summed mass -

master freedoms 49449024 

fronUband width 49449024 

output options STRS/T)ISPL/flF/TT?ACS/ElF/CElF 
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BOUNDARY ELEMENT ANAL YSIS RESUL TS CHECK LIST 

job reference 
job number section index approved by date 

CG _PJ _JOB_ 001 oot SEPT f8,f995 

analysis title: 

CROWNCfAR AND PIN/ON CONTACT ANAlYS/S NR. f 

file name/date/time: 

PP _Of. DAT, CG_ Of. DAT AT CAEPOWER/POOl/BAW/03/RUNOf 

COMMENTS SECTION AUTHOR CHECKER 

warnings 0 

matrix conditioning EIA>TOMATH SCALING OK 

reaction farces 

deflections 1-DEAS PO>T OK 

deflected shape plots 1-DEAS PO>T OK 

reduced mass -
stresses 1-DEAS PO>T OK 

stress continuity 1-DEAS PO>T OK 

laad combination -

mesh quality 1-DEAS PO>T OK 

STATISTICS 

program/version: EIA>TOMATH/CONTACT 1.08 run date: SEPT 18, 1995 

number of freedoms: 49449024 number of master freedoms: 49449024 

max. frontwidth: - nns. frontwidth: -

number of elements: 4680 main element type: TRIL (UNEAR TRIANGlfJ 

number of laad steps: 1 number of iterations: 1 

machine: SG/ R8000, OBWX run time: 
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SAMENVATTING 

De kroonwieltransmissie is een tandwieloverbrenging voor mechanische ver
mogensoverdracht tussen niet-parallelle, roterende assen. De basis van de 
transmissie bestaat uit twee tandwielen: het rondsel en het kroonwiel. Het rondsel 
is een standaard cilindrisch tandwiel. Het kroonwiel is een daarbijpassend tand
wiel waarvan de geometrie wordt bepaald door de geometrie van het rondsel en 
de relatieve positie en oriëntatie van de rotatieassen van beide wielen. De over
brengingsverhoudingen die kunnen worden gerealiseerd met deze transmissie 
variëren van ongeveer één tot oneindig groot. 
Uit voorgaand onderzoek is de wiskundige geometriebeschrijving van het kroon
wiel bekend. Tevens is de technologie ontwikkeld die het mogelijk maakt de 
kroonwieltransmissie te vervaardigen op een commercieel aanvaardbare wijze 
met behulp van het freesproces. 
Om fabrikanten en produktontwikkelaars de mogelijkheid te bieden deze over
brenging te gebruiken in hun produkten, moet het mogelijk gemaakt worden om 
de toepasbaarheid van de overbrenging te kunnen schatten door middel van 
levensduurberekeningen. In deze berekeningen zijn de spanningen in het rondsel 
en het kroonwiel dominante factoren. Kennis van deze spanningen biedt de 
mogelijkheid standaard berekeningsmethoden te ontwikkelen voor levensduur
berekenigen van de kroonwieloverbrenging die bruikbaar zijn voor ontwerpproce
dures in de produktontwikkeling. 
In dit proefschrift zullen de spanningen in het rondsel en in het kroonwiel worden 
bepaald gedurende een ingrijpperiode van de tanden als gevolg van een aange
bracht moment op de rondselas. De 'boundary elements method' wordt gebruikt 
als numeriek analysegereedschap om deze spanningen te kunnen bepalen. In 
het contactgebied tussen het rondsel en het kroonwiel, is het mogelijk een nauw
keuriger resultaat te verkrijgen door het toepassen van een analytische formule
ring, gebaseerd op de theorie van Hertz. De berekende 'globale' en 'lokale' 
spannigen worden omgevormd tot vergelijkspanningen, die gebruikt kunnen wor
den als basis voor de levensduurberekeningen. 
Gebruikmakend van de methoden beschreven in dit proefschrift is het mogelijk de 
lokaties te bepalen in de transmissie waar de spanningen maximaal zijn. Deze lo
katies geven aan waar de kritieke plaatsen in de overbrenging liggen, dus waar 
de faalkans maximaal is. Tevens leveren de gepresenteerde methoden extra in
formatie over het gedrag van de overbrenging. Deze extra informatie kan gebruikt 
worden voor bijvoorbeeld het bepalen van geometriecorrecties van de tand
flanken. Tenslotte kan worden geconcludeerd dat de gepresenteerde methoden 
niet alleen toepasbaar zijn op kroonwieltransmissies, maar in principe op elke 
tandwieloverbrenging, voor het uitvoeren van algemene sterkte- en stijfheidsana
lyses aan driedimensionale objecten, eventueel inclusief een daaraan gekoppelde 
contactanalyse. 
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CURRICULUM VITAE 

Mark Stefan Peerdeman was bom May 8, 1966 in Bloemendaal , the Netherlands. 
He obtained his Atheneum-B certificate in 1984 trom the Van der Puttlyceum 
Eindhoven. In 1990, he received a master's degree in Mechanical Engineering 
!rom the Faculty of Mechanica! Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology. 
This thesis involved 5-axis controlling of milling robots trom solid modelling CAD 
systems. 

In November 1990 he became research assistant lor the 'Stichting voor de Tech
nische Wetenschappen' (Technology Foundation) and got based at the Faculty of 
Mechanica! Engineering trom the Eindhoven University of Technology. He worked 
on the Crowngear Transmission project, a PhD research project on the stress 
analysis of the crowngear transmission, until november 1995. The project em
phasised the development of a method to analyse the behaviou r of the stresses 
and deformations which occur in the crowngear transmission during operating 
conditions using numerical analysis techniques. 

His interests include computer aided design and analysis, computer graphics, 
computer animation, computer visualisation and multimedia developments. He 
has been a professional freelance computer programmer/system developer lor 
several Dutch and international companies since 1982. In 1992 he founded the 
company 'Automated Engineering Systems'. This company is specialised in engi
neering consultancy, numerical analysis and software development. 
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as basis tor failure calculations 

1. Het analyseren van de spanningen en vervormingen in de kroonwieloverbrenging is een logische stap 
na de wiskundige geometriebeschrijving. Deze stap is noodzakelijk om de kroonwiel overbrenging suc· 
cesvol en commercieel aanvaardbaar op de markt te plaatsen. (Dil proefschrift. hooldstuk 1) 

2. Het analyseren van de spanningen en vervormingen in de kroonwieloverbrenging is dermate complex 
dat dit niet meer analytisch uitgevoerd kan worden. Er kan dus slechts een toevlucht worden gezoch1 in 
numerieke benaderingen. (Dil proefschrift. hoofdstuk 1) 

3. Zelfs als gebruik wordt gemaakt van numerieke technieken voor de analyse van de kroonwiel· 
overbrenging is het noodzakelijk een groot aantal aannamen en vereenvoudigingen toe te passen. Het 
voordeel hiervan is het verwerven van een goed inzich1 in het fundamentele gedrag. Een nadeel is 
echter dat elke vereenvoudiging het model verder van de werkelijkheid verwijdert en de praktische 
bruikbaarheid vermindert. 

4. De boundary elements method als numeriek analysegereedschap voor het doen van eenvoudige 
spannings· en vervormingsanalyses van werktuigkundige constructies blijkt een ·zeer krachtig en etfi· 
clënt gereedschap re zijn. (Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3) 

5. De singuliere Cauchy principle value integralen die ontstaan in de boundary elements method formule· 
ring zijn behalve numeriek, tevens analytisch uit te rekenen. Hierdoor hoeft niet meer vertrouwd Ie wor· 
den op een numerieke benadering van deze integralen, maar hoeven deze expliciete analytische tor· 
muleringen slechts Ingevuld te worden om binnen de machlne-rekennauwkeurigheid de exacte oplos· 
sing te bepalen. (Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3) 

6. Om een sterkteberekening uil te voeren met behulp van een elementen methode dienen de geometrie 
en randvoorwaarden gedlscretlseerd te worden. Om dil goed te kunnen doen zijn de spannings· en 
verplaatsingsgradiénten noodzakelijk. Deze kunnen echter alleen bepaald worden met zo'n elementen 
analyse. Dit Is een paradOx voor het analysesysteem die slechts kan worden doorbroken door invloed 
van buitenaf In de vorm van lntelllgentle en inzicht. 

7. Het aanpakken van een probleem door middel van samenwerking van verschillende disciplines kan lot 
gevolg hebben dat het verkregen resultaat beter is dan de resultaten die bereikt zouden zijn als deze 
disciplines afzonderlijk gewerkt zouden hebben. 

8. Door de steeds groeiende enorme hoeveelheid informatie die wordt aangeboden. wordt het visualiseren 
en analyseren van deze informatie steeds noodzakelijker om deze nog te kunnen interpreteren. 

9. Er zijn helaas nog teveel mensen die hun productiviteit niet vooruit zien gaan door het foutief gebruik 
van de computer 

10.Door het binnendringen van de computer als set·top machine in de huiskamer. zal binnen zeer korte tijd 
de gewone consument de grootste afnemer zijn van de informatietechnologie in plaats van het 
bedrijfsleven. 

11. Elke vier jaar vertienvoudigt de snelheid van computersystemen. Dil heeft echter geen invloed op de 
responstijden die de gebruiker ondervindt omdat deze tevens steeds meer gaat eisen van deze syste· 
men. 

12.De bierbrouwerijen zouden er goed aan doen de achterzijde van bierviltjes niet meer te bedrukken 
vanwege het kleine aantekeningenoppervlak dat hierdoor overblijft. 

Mark Peerdeman 
Eindhoven, 9 januari 1996. 




